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MEMPHIS, TENN. — SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1961

•Alcorn & M.1.Colleges
Expected To Attract Fans
To Melrose Stadium Sat.

Some 37 Memphis reserves, giant Gieeney Walls of 741
called back to arms after the Hanley st., a regular mail
Berlin Crisis arose, left here handler at the post office for
last Friday Morning, en route the past five years, and who
A large crowd is expected to and James Smith of Manassas.
to Fort Rucker, Ala., and ac- said he wood be getting his
he attracted to Melrose Stative duty for an indefinite job back after his stint at Fort
Half-time ceremonies will indium this coming Saturday clude crowning of "Miss Memperiod.
Rucker.
night when Mississippi Indus- phis" competing for the title
An advance party from ComFrederick Letcher, a former
trial college and Alcorn col,. are: Louise L i t t le and
pany C, 844th Engineering Con- music teacher at Klondike elelege football teams oppose each Audrey Mitchell of Booker T.
struction Battalion, had already mentary school, who lives at
other in the annual College Washington; Omega
Hill of
gone to the Alabama post. It 585 Crump blvd., was employincluded First Sgt. Martin I. ed for only one year before he
sponsored Barrets Chapel; and Martha V.
Football
Classic
jointly by the Memphis Fron- Jones of LeMoyne college.
Dowdy, highest ranking non- was called to active duty.
tiers club and the M. I. Club. A salute will be made to
commissioned officer in t h e Ernest K. Davis, 446 Lipford
Kick-off time is at 8 p.m.
area, and a former assistant ave., was leaving his job as a
former Gridiron Greats of Memwarehouse foreman at t h e substitute teacher at Lester
Memphis fans will have an phis. Among those who are exMemphis Army depot.
High school. He had also been
opportunity to watch three pected to attend are: William
The last men fell in ranks a part-time advertising salesMemphis lads in the game. "Brick" King, who was cap- READY RESERVES — Posinstructions belore moving It was their third call to er Sergeant James Ryans,
Playing on Mississippi Indus- tain of Booker T. Washington's ing for this group picture in on to Camp Rucker, Ala, The arms, having served during acting first sergeant. Most of at the Memphis Air base on man for ,the Tri-State Defendtrial team are Frank Savage, t ea m in 1938-43; Hermon front of the barracks at the group incuded leachers, pos- World War II and the Kor- the company had already Thursday morning, and were er.
graduate of Booker T. WashMemphis Air base are mem- tal workers and factory men, ean crisis. Standing at ex- gone to Alabama w h e n told by the acting company Another school man, w h o
(See MELROSE, Page 2)
ington high school; James Hill
bers of Co. C. 844th En.
who were called to active
treme right are Lt. Robert photograph was t a k • n. commander, First Lt. Robert had traded the classroom for
Troyer, that they were to re- the training field was Master
gineer Construction Batta- duty following the Berlin Troyer, acting company (Withers Photo)
port to Fort Rucker, Ala., on Sergeant J. Other Locke of
lion, after they received final crisis. For some of the men, commander: and M • • I.
Friday afternoon. no later than 1550 Britton at., who had been
4 p.m.
an National Defense C adet
Corps instructor at Hamilton
FINAL ORDERS
Those soldiers n o t present
for the roll call at that time
he said, would be considered
AWOL and would be subject
to disciplinary action unless
some reasonable emergency
Aquatic Efflorescenes — years. but contributes to the
prevented them from arriving
name of the water show which development of good habits
On time.
is being presented at the Abe and sound attitudes toward
Relaxing in front of the barTurner Gilmore, Jr., of 1527
Scharff Branch YMCA's swim- water safety and accident pseGold st., was elected national racks just before they received
ming pool at 8 p.m. Tuesday, vention.
vice president of the South- heir final orders, the men
Oct. 24, will be the kick-off the The Senior Life Say ing
eastern District of Post Office were not enthusiastic about reBranch YMCA's year-round course wlil be open to all who
Mail Handlers at the National turning to military life.
swimming program.
have passed their 17th birthLt. Troyer hinted that the
convention held recently in
The water show, first to be day, are in good physical conThe Memphis chapter of the
company, reportedly the last
Boston, Mass.
presented by the Branch YM- dition and who can pass the
As a national vice president, segregated unit in the United Tennessee State Alumni AssoCA will feature some of the preliminary swimming reGilmore, 30, will handle labor States Army, would be inte- ciation is chartering a bus to
most talented local swimmers. quirements. The Senior course
management problems and also grated after it was brought up Baton Rouge, La., on Saturday,
The show will last one hour requires a minimum of 17
to full strength at Fort Ruck- Nov. 4, to watch the Tennesand it is open to the public. hours divided into a prelim- Mt. Moriah Church To suggestions to management on
ways to improve postal serv- er, and he said t h e present see Tigers of Nashville clash
No admission charge.
inary phase of five hours, a Observe Youth Day
ice in the Memphis and Atlanta members would be in line for with the Southern university
A large crowd is expected to training phase of 10 hours and
When Mount Moriah Bap- regions.
Jaguars on that date.
promotions.
watch Jerry Johnson, head two additional hours for extist Church. 2634 Carnes Ave., The Southeastern district Two brothers were among The bus will leave from the
coach at LeMoyne college, as amination.
observed annual "Young Peo- covers the states of Tennessee, the group who left here last Gay Hawk restaurant at 685
he takes the cover off of
As an evidence of courses ple's Day, Sunday, Oct. 29, Alabama, Georgia, South Caro- Friday
They were Master Ser- S. Wellington st., at 12:30 a.m.
'Aquatic Efflorescenes," which completed, training a c co rnis being produced and directed plished and purposes of iden- Mrs. Mildred Peace Horne, is lina, North Carolina, Virgin- geant James Ryans of 588 on the date of the game and
expected
to
deliver
the
keyia,
Louisiana and Puerto Rico Baltimore st., and Staff Ser- return to the same spot on
by him.
tification, certificates, insignia note address during the 3 p.m. and the Virgin Islands.
geant John Ryan of 2666 Mid- Sunday morning .Round trip
The show will mark the and awards will be issued to
program.
Gilmore, as national vice land ave. Both were employed fare is $16.93 a Oerson.
start of the Branch YMCA's boys and girls.
Mrs. Juanita Nesbitt is chair- president, will attend laborat the Sam Belz Upholstering Persons interested in making
year-round swimming pro- For more information call
man of the celebration. Mrs. management meetings held in
gram of which Frank J. Lewis, Abe Scharff Branch YMCA,
company at the time they were the trip should contact James
Ola B. Mairley is co-chairman. the area.
principal of Grant school, is JA 6-2523, Dan Partee, physi- And Rev. R.
called back to service.
L. McKenzie at GLendale 2W. Norsworthy PRESIDENT OF LOCAL
general chairman. Assistant cal director.
LEAVING JOBS
9039. All reservations must be
is pastor of the church.
As
president
of
Local
52
of
chairman is James Smith, an
The group also included Set- made by Saturday, Oct. 28.
the National Association Post
instructor at Porter Juni or
Office
Mail
Handlers.
Gilmore
high school. Both men are well
has been sent to Washington
qualified as swimming instrucon several occasions to discuss
tors.
postal matters.
The swimming program is
During the recent convenscheduled to begin Monday
tion, Gilmore was opposed in
Oct. 30.
the race for vice president of
The swimming program is
the Southeastern District by a
designed to meet the needs Of
delegate from North Carolina,
primary boys and girls; adobut was elected by a 106 to 19
lescent boys and girls; teenAtty. Percy Sutton, presi- for the past 18 months, and has
margin,
girls;
young
age
boys
and
AuSt.
Round,
The big question of the week Bettye Gillis
He is employed at DeSoto' dent of a New York branch of included sit-ins a n d mass
older
adults.
Schedadults
and
Carnell
Miss
school;
is "Who Will Be Named Sec- gustine
Station, and has been in the the NAACP, recently seen and marches.
ules to be carried for each
retary of the Year?" That Sledge, Union Protective Inmail service for about six heard on the special telecast, Mrs. Smith said that mass
next
week.
group
SeyWilla
B.
question will not be answered surance; Miss
years. He is a gfaduate of "Walk In My Shoes," a descrip- meeting will climax t h e
appeal
is
being
A
special
Employment
The
Tennessee
mour,
until Oct. 29 at 8 p.m.
Booker T. Washington high tion of the plight of the Negro branch's fall membership drive
to
and
women
to
men
made
McKianie,
made
Mrs.
Lucy
office;
announcement will be
school.
in America, will be guest now in progress.
im p r ov e skills and fitness
when the Abe Scharff Branch Mt. Pisgah school: Miss VerGilmore operates the Mc- speaker at a Freedom mass "Within the last 12 months,"
activities,
swimming
through
Life
InUniversal
"Music
Kerr,
pita,
its
YMCA presents
Lemore Cleaners and Shoe Re- meeting to be held at Metro- she said, 'There have been
which provides a wonderful
With Fashions" at Ellis Audi- surance.
builder shop at 217 E. McLe- politan Baptist church on Sun- more changes brought about in
opportunity for men and wom"The
crowning
from
Aside
torium.
more at,
Memphis which are favorable
Nov. 5.
reduce natural. Over"The Secretary of The Year" Secretary of The Year." the en to
The Gilmores are the parents day,
not only affects apThe meeting is being spon- to the Negro than had occurred
will be .the one who sells the show will feature many lovely weight
of four children.
influences health.
sored by the Memphis branch in the previous century', and
biggest number of subscrip- local models who will display pearance but
progressive courses
of the NAACP, and according most of it can be traced to
tions to "'Y' Music With Fash- the latest in Fall Fashions. Four
to Mrs. Maxine A. Smith. ex- the support given to t h e
Music Will be supplied by a will be offered, namely: beions" show.
s w i mecutive secretary, it will have NAACP. Much remains to be
Among contestants of the 65-piece orchestra from Missis- ginner, intermediate,
swimmer.
done and will be done."
a three-fold purpose.
"Secretary Of The Year" con- sippi Vocational college. Sev- mer, and advanced
The branch will celebrate its 'DESEGREGATED'
eral jazz combos will also be Life saving courses Will be oftest are:
successfully
Among the accomplishments,
victory-in bringing about token
Miss Wordie Black at A. B. featured, says A. C. Williams, fered to students
progressive coursdesegregation of the Memphis she included desegregation of
Hill school; Mrs. Helen R. general chairman of the show. completing
Honeymoon Garner's Jazz es. There will be two life savpublic school system, and em- public schools, Memphis State
Bowen, Universal Life Insurjunior and F I SK UNIVERSITY —
Walker, chairman of Fisk's
phasize at the same time that university, public transportsance; Miss Fannie Carpenter, Trio along with "Two and ing courses namely,
Capleville High school; Mrs. Two" the most unusual vocal senior. The Junior Life Sav- Nashville, Tenn. — Dr. Whit- Alumni Division of the Cenit is prepared to continue the ticn, eating rooms in train
ing course, 15 hours of in- ney M. Young, jr., executive tennial Development Fund,
Carolyn Champion, E. H. group in town.
struggle until all children in and bus stations, the public liWhen
the
Memphis
Negro
Admission to the show will struction, will be for boys and director of t h • National listed preliminary contribuzoo and Memphis
Crump hospital; Mrs. Gloria
Junior Chamber of Commerce the city can attend school ac- braries, the
Epps, Mt. Olive CME church; be by subscription only which girls from 12 to 16 'years of Urban League. Dr. A. Maceo tions to the fund from alumni
cording to choice and not col- Academy of Art.
present
its
Shay.
MaesJazz
good
in
"The membership fee in the
Miss Ora Jackson, Girt Pak can be purchased from con- age, inclusive, who are
Walker, president of Unia cr o s s the country; Dr. tro's Incorporated is expected or.
Inc.; Miss Gertrude Gewell, testants for $3.50 per couple physical condition and can versal Life Insurance Co., Wright told how the hoped
Stress will be placed on the NAACP is a small price to pay
to
be
swimfeatured.
The
show
is
preliminary
pa
ss
the
Or
Golden Circle Ins. Co.; Mrs. and $2 per single person.
and Dr. Stephen J. Wright, for 86 million will be used to being arranged and directed by need for continuing the "free- for the many benefits Negroes
Elsie Lee, Foote Cleaborn contact the A b e Scharff ming requirements.
president of Fisk unievrsity. advance Fisk's educational Onzie 0. Horne.
dom movement," designed to will reap from the investment,"
always
of
course
is
6-2523.
This
at
JA
Homes; Mrs. Mary Lewis, Dr. Branch YMCA
eliminate
discrimination
in Mrs. Smith said.
were among leaders at Fisk's and physical facilities. Jubinot
it
since
great
importance
Hassell
of
UniThe
spectacular
is
schedjazz
Frances
Mrs.
Leland Atkins' office; Miss Arannual Jubilee D a y lee Day memorializes the ori- uled for 8 p.m., gaturday, Nov. both service and employment The meeting will start at
90th
peoyoung
provides
for
only
Insurance
company
Life
lene Patton, Atlantic Life Ins. versal
in department stores on Main 3:30 p.m., and the public U
celebration. Dr. Young gave ginal famed Fisk Jubilee
Co.; Mrs. Catherine Jackson, is coordinating the "Secretary ple training in water safety
street. It has been underway invited.
principal address; Dr. Singers.
(See JAYCEES', Page 2)
the
ei
r
th
practices
suitable
to
contest.
Year"
The
of
F.
Estes'
ofc.;
Mrs.
ktty. J.

Big Crowd Expected To Attend
Water Show At Scharff YMCA
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Alumni Charter
Bus For Clash
In Baton Rouge

•Secretary Of The Year:
Competition Is Growing Stiffer

Jaycees' Jazz
Show Features
Maestro's Inc.
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CHARITY FOOTBALL GAME
Mississippi Industrial College Vs Alcorn College
Melrose Stadium
Saturday 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, OCIOBER 21, 1%1

(Continued from Page 1)
4 at Bruce hall on the LeMoyne college campus.
Also appearing will be such
'Finally, my brethren, we
Some mortgage bankers are well - known entertainers as
NEW ORLEANS — Lester B.,.
strong in the Lord, and in
not greatly disturbed if they Willie Mitchell's orchestra,
Granger, long-time executive...,
the power of his might. fail to make a profit from Herbert Thomas Jazi: ensemdirector of the National Urban.
"Put on the whole armour
mortgage loan acquisitions. By ble, Emerson Able's quintet,
League, will become Dillardss
of God, that ye may be
making the loan they acquire the Manassas Dance Band, Gill
university's firstEdgarB,„...
able to stand against the
various side-line businesses. (Last Night) Caple, Di scStern university professor. Dr.
wiles of the devil."
7imong these are the writing Counts„ Honeymoon Garner's
Albert W. Dent, president of"
Ephesians 6:10, 11. of fire insurance premiums, trio, Floyd Newman's octet,
the university, announced acsales commissions, property Charles Campbell and Juanita
Mortgage banking-mortgage
ceptance of the appointment__
management fees, real estate Reddick.
bankers are sometimes known brokerage,
Saturday.
sale of leases, apTickets can be purchased
as mortgage companies or praisal fees,
Granger retired from t h e'
and loan servicing from any member of the Jaymortgage dealers.
fees.
Urban League last week. He'
cees and at the following loSome mortgage bankers are
had been its executive director....
cations: Paul's Tailoring Co„
essentially one-man concerns,
for 20 years and had been,,,
on Beale, House of Windy's on
with all of the small capita/
onneeted with it since 1920. •-•
Park Ave., Girts Barber Shop
owned by the manager. Their
The Stern professorship was
on Thomas St., Stroziers Drug
relatively small equity capital
established last year by the Store on Chelsea, Ware's Supis sometimes supplemented by
children of the late Edgar B. —
er mkt. on Brooks rd. (Walkthe use of bank credit.
Stern of New Orleans, who for.
In the smaller offices, man- Laymen's Day at Centenary er Homes).
30 years served as chairman of
The price of tickets are $1.50
ned by the owner and a couple Methodist Church, 878 Missthe Dillard board of trustees.
of clerks, the owner-manager issippi Blvd., has been set for in advance or at the door.
The chair was established :
' is a jack-of-all-trades. He Sunday. Oct. 15, announces the Proceeds will be used to purwith an endowment gift of,
takes care of all parts of the lay leader Otha L. Brandon. chase toys and colthing f o r
$2101,000 to enable the unibusiness.
Featured guest speaker is needy Negro children at Christversity to add teachers, schols"
In the large mortgage banks, expected to be Dr. Hollis F. mas. Hosea C. Bridges is chairars and artists of outstanding—
::
departmentalization may be Price, president of LeMoyne man, Willard Bell, co-chairdistinction to its faculty on
carried out i n some detail, College. He is scheduled to man, Sam Qualls, publicity
a visiting basis.
with each major department speak at 11 a.m. Rev. D. M. chairman a n d Rufus Jones,
The donors are Edgar B.
operated more or less as a Grisham is the church's pastor. president.
Stern jr., of N e w Orleans, ••
LIFT THAT BALE—A group ed by the National Baptia• Tennessee Regular Baptist
unit.
be expected on the farm, Philip Stern of Alexandria, Va.,
of Memphis ministers are Convention USA, Inc. From
Among the most common of
Convention: E. V. Jones,
which is being worked by and Mrs. Audrey Stern Hess of
pictured here as they gather- left are Revs. C. J. Gaston. Charles Epps, J. L. Roberts
such departments are the profarmers displaced from share New York City.
ed
around
the
first
bale of Samuel H. Herring, C. H. of Louisville. Ky.; and C. holdings
motional department. which
because they recotton produced on the farm
Dr. Granger, who holds hon--. •Rawls, farm manager; A. E. M. Lee. Opening bolls indi• gistered to vote.
develops new business, procesin
Haywood
county
orary degrees from Dartmouth - - purchasCampbell,
president of the rated a great harvest could
ses applications for loans, and
(Withers Photo)
college, his alma mater. Col-obtains purchase commi tumbia University and Oberlin......
ments; the tilte department.
college, is a trustee of the State,.- ...
which drafts and records
university of New
York.
papers, takes care of title probHamptonInstitute and Saint'
lems, and delivers the mortPaul's college.
gage and the servicing de- Highly efficient farm pro- higher price supports and
partment, which makes colduction has been achieved larger government payments.
(Continued From Page 1)
lections,. The accounting deFor Tennessee a similar inthis year under unusual conpartment, which keeps all reditions. The weather was un- crease is in the making with Adams, who played halfback
cords and the insurance defavorable in the early grow- stronger prices for corn, cot- for Washington in 1952-56;'
partment, which handles all
season. Also the total ton, tobacco, eggs, milk and Charles H. Terrell, who played . What happens when Negroes how to treat others" in his own
insurance problems. Some- ing
STROUDSBURG, Pa. — For
acreage used for crops this with government payments center for LeMoyne college find themselves on the "giving" fight for better treatment.
times separate departments
William D. Johnson, operating
instead of the receiving end of REASONS FOR ACTION
much above any recent year. 1932-35; and C. L. ("Zolgus)
Second annual Work Day at "
L.
handle taxes and FHA tran- year was much below average, CATTLE
a
successful business and tak- LeMoyne
20 million acres less than in
Coleman of Manassas. He play- racial experiences—such as oc- Says EBONY, distrust of
college is scheduled
sactions.
ing
an active interest in com- for Friday.
cur when a white person is white motives, envy
We are in the season when
1960. This is our smallest crop
of white
Oct. 27. The entire
Mortgage bankers find the acreage since 1909. Very high the heavy volume of grass fed ed when James King w a s hired by an all-Negro firm, a
opportunities and resentment of munity affairs go hand-in- LeMoyne family—faculty; staff
key to their business success yields are the rule this year cattle will tax packing house coach. And also Adolphe Bol- white family lives in an all-Ne- the
hand. This interest in the wel- and
kind
of
treatment
he
reton,
played
who
students—wear old clothes""
quarter-back gro
to be the character of their with records being set in facilities, provide large supneighborhood or when a ceives in the land of his birth, fare of his community has fi- on
this day and carry out work • •
solicitors, consequently t h e many instances. Outstanding plies of cheaper beef and tend for Manassas.
white friend is guest at a pre- explains in part why the Negro nally lead him to the covetassignments
which include" method of compensating them in this respect is corn with to depress cattle prices to The M. I. Club has earmark- dominantly Negro gathering?
behaves as he does, but it does ed position of president of the washing windows,
ed it share of the proceeds for In October EBONY's
rakin g.to assure the best results be- 60.4 bushel, soybeans 26.6 bu- some extent.
photo- not justify the behavior.
Pennsylvania Junior Chamber leaves,
painting, sweeping and s's
comes paramount. No one for- shels and tobacco with an Price and income outlook its "Scholarship Fund." The editorial, "The Care and Treatif Commerce.
EBONY
concludes:
"The
Nesewing.
mula is universally followed. average yield of 1,710 lbs. per for this fall will be about Frontiers will use its share for ment of White Folk," EBONY
gro should talk, write and proJohnson, t h e first Negro Last year's
In some cases they are put on acre.
Work Day was. •
equal to the fall of 1960. Some its annual "Shoe Project" says the treatment in some of test by every fair means at
his ever to head a state chapter of
straight salary. Some solicitors
Much of the reduction in price weaknesses may develop where shoes are given to needy these instances is often a "frus- command, but do so with in- the organization, has literally accepted with enthusiasm and• •
proved
particularly those who are em- total acreage this year is due as we move into October but school students.
a highly successful ventrating experience" to well- telligence and
dignity. Proud climbed the ladder of success ture. The college
ployed part time, are paid on to the big cut in corn and in general prices are likely to
provides free
meaning whites.
of what sit-inners and freedom in reaching his present post
a commission basis instead. grain sorghum under Feed remain fairly steady for the
lunches.
The editorial cites examples riders are accomplishing
with in the Junior Chamber of Com- LeMoyne
of the "freezing" a white girl their kind of
President Hollis F.
Not all loans made by mort- Grain Program. As a result balance of this year.
resistance, why merce and in Civic Affairs in
Price introduced Work Day
gage bankers produce a profit of this program feed grain In any. cattle operations this
received from other employees should any Negro stoop
to the Stroudsburg, Pa.
"because so many of our young
of a Negro firm, the ejecting of tactics of - his
But to keep the good will of supply will be below the pre- year and next, caution is sugenemies? By The Jaycee presidency is a
a white family from a Negro- lumping
real estate broXers, small un- vious year at the beginning of gested as a sound guiding
all white people into demanding job, but Johnson people are shying away from
owned apartment building and one prejudiced
profitable loans must ba hand- the feeding season for the. first principle. The present bullish
heap and blam- likes challenges and already jobs that require use of the
(Continued From Page 1)
the tongue lashing well-mean- ing the good
led. Solicitors are paid for time in 10 years. Total produc- attitude of some cattlemen
for the misdeeds has shown signs of revitaliz- hands."
ing but uninformed white per- of the evil,
securing this class of business tion, this year will be less than about beef futures has little
he will alienate ing activities in
high school.
the Pennsylsons received in the home of a the friends he
even though the loan results our needs and we can begin justification.
Before undertaking a pronow has and vania chapter.
An eighth grade teacher at
in a net loss to the banker. to reduce the huge carryover HOGS
Negro friend as instances where frighten those who
.
gram of diet and exercise to- -would
help
Collierville,
Leonard Shields of "the Negro may
He
started
a
service
as
We
staare
about
have forgotten him toward the goal he seeks."
due to have
and cut heavy storage costs.
lose weight, consult your phytion operator back in 1953 and sician, cautions the Chicago —
heavier rparketings of slaugh- 2414 Cable st.. also left the
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL ter hogs
recently built a $25,000 station. Heart Association.
from the pig crop of classroom for the drill field.
OUTLOOK
last spring which was 7 per Master Sergeant James WalA high level of personal in- cent
greater than the 1960 ton of 2859 Spottswood. a vetSTARTS SATURDAY I
come and an increasing activ- spring
crop. The greater sup- eran of World War II and Kority in the economy will have ply of fat
OCTOBER 21
hogs will likely be- ea, faces an uncertain future
a steadying effect on demand gin to go
to market the first when he comes back. He was a
for farm goods and prices this half of
ONE
BIG WEEK !
temporary employee at t h e
this month.
fall and in 1962. Production
Price and Income Outlook: post office, but according to
cost will inch higher but will Based
on the above informa- law he will have no status
be more than offset by large tion, hog
EasirRt Term, In To'.. n
The people, the events
prices this fall can when he returns. He hopes NASHVILLE
New faculty degree in library science, Wayne
volume and higher average be expected
—I N(1,11)TA —
to move down in- some arrangements will trans- and staff members
prices for farm goods.
at Fisk uni- State university.
of the international bestGronry
Vrt. 1.14Ine Rrn
to the 15-17 cent range in Oc- pire which wlil permit him to
With Tablet nntt 1,fttnp•
versity for the 1961-62 school
Present estimated 1961 net tober
Also included in announceand remain at that level retain his position.
seller
are on the screen,
S-PC. CHROME DINETTE
year have been announced by ment were Miss Mary
farm income for the U.S. is the
D Shane,
balance of the year. In the A number of the men said
IIEDROOM GROUP
Dr. Stephen J. Wright, univer- who becomes acting
$12.6 billion. This is a gain of first half
of 1962, price levels they would send f o r their
registrar
about 8 per cent over 1960. will be
sity president.
Cut-Rate Furn.
and director of admissions. and
DARRYL. F ZANUCKS
little changed from wives and children as soon as
t111F: 1 RARING P0511
The gain is mainly due to the fall of
The list includes the institu- Dr. Inez Adams, professor of
hoghtly 'III 9 e 4.
1961.
they
can
locate
living
W of FhttitronntIr
quarters
I
arge
volume of marketings Even with
tion's first university aschivist, anthropology, who is beginning
lIe 4 5252
5254 Centr,I
the almost sure for them at the base.
combined with higher average drop in
a new dean of women, and a a year's leave for study in
prices, hog growers The company's heavy
prices for many product s, using
equip- new dean of
students — dean of Africa.
good production and ment had already
been shipped men.
management practices can
ahead of them,
make moderate profits for the
Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, who
next 12 months.
holds the Ph. D., degree from
'under price ot
For a more detailed report
the University of North Carohome cleti.'ered
on the general outlook obtain
lina, is the university archivist;
milli
a copy of the October,
Mrs. Hortense W. Gray, holder
Farm
and Family Living Outlook,
of a master of arts degree in
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of from your county
agricultural ST. LUCIA. B. W. I. — student personnel administraagent.
(UPI) — Fifteen U. S. Peace tion from Columbia university,
corpsmen arrived Sunday on is the dean of women; and Regithis British West Indian island nald H. Hughes, master of arts
to work in the fields of agricul- degree from Hampton Institute,
LACKLAND AFB, Texas—
ture, animal husbandry, edu- is the dean of students — dean
Three Memphis men recently
of men.
cation and public health
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their United States
wt. 4.4 • 44hn wnhhnt threhrn harr • St.*••••••.
Director of the project is W. Two faculty members are
Air
Harry BELAFONTE
Force
basic
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rnooktreo or 44 84r4, sr
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ing at Lackland AFB, Texas,
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more
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music de- and have been
(UPI/ — Hyenas have killed
E DARRYL F ZANUCK • ALFRED HAYES
reassigned to '
partment,
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and
a
teacher.
Dr.
O.
0.
Schrag, permanent duty bases where
or maimed 20 African chilimismi.mmeammk
dren in the Palombe Plain The corpsmen had a month's department of religion.
they will receive on-the-job
area of Nyasaland in recent briefing on West Indian agri- Other new faculty members training.
culture in Trinidad before are Dr. Edna G. Masuoka, The men are Airmen Charles
weeks, officials said.
Three professional hunters coming h e r e. They will go lecturer in sociology, Ph. D, E. Gwin, son of Rev. and Mrs
were sent to the area, but re- through another week's brief- University of North Carolina; J. E. Young of 723 Raoanoke
turned without killing a sin- ing on St. Lucia before begin- Dr. Gus Bell, lecturer in psy- St.; Spurgeon Durrum, whose
gle hyena.
chology, Ph. D.. Vanderbilt grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
ruing work.
university; Dr. Irving Bialer, Spurgeon Durram, reside at
lecturer in psychology, Ph. D., 137 W. Fields St.: and Walter
George Peabody college; Brans- S. Perkins, son of Mrs. Anne
ford Giddings, instructor in M. Perkins of 1270 Grand at.
Best Homes Free Room & Board. Fast Service
chemistry, master of arts, Airman Gwin, who graduFisk; Miss Patricia Herron, in- ated from Bookel T. WashingCOME, CALL OR WRITE
ton high school and attended
SA 5-3131 structor in English, master of LeMoyne
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college, has been asarts, University of California;
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to Plattsburg AFB, N.
And Mrs. Constantine Walkfor
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as an ader, instruator in Spanish; Mrs.
Mildred 0. Yokley, Jubilee Hall ministrative specialist.
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transferred to Robins AFB,
of arts, Fisk; Mrs. Dorothy B. Ga., and
will become a veInquire
Jsunerson. reference librarian, hicle operator.
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Student Loan Fire Prevention Talk
Confab Held On Heard At PTA Meeting
State's Campus

Booker Little,
Young Trumpet
Soloist Buried

The Georgia Avenue school drive to obtain 100 per cent
PTA held its first meeting of membership.
NASHVILLE — Thirty-nine
the 1961-62 school year on The principal, Mrs. 0. S.
Final rites for Booker T.
representatives from 25 SouthAFTER A THREE-YEAR- service teachers are sporting
Tuesday night, Oct. 11, and Shannon praised the audience
.ster B...
trumpjazz
23-year-old
Little,
feathers
eastern colleges and universiold girl was struck by a mo- hats of multi-colored
the accent was on "Fire Pre- for the large attendance, and
ecutive_
ties heard Atlanta's Dr. A. V.
torist and rushed to a hospital which are real eye-catchers. eter who died in New York
vention Week," w it h Mrs. also for the number participatUrban
Boldt, higher education regionin an ambulance, her five- LOOKS ARE DECEIVING: City on Thursday, Oct. 5, were
George Stewart and M r s. ing in the Tennessee school
Dillard
al director, discuss the Nationyear-old brother became quite There's a certain fourth grade held here at Gospel Temple
Grace Williams in charge of lunch program.
a r B. ,
concerned about her. He asked teacher at a county school who Baptist church last Thursday
al Defense Student Loan Prothe program.
Rev. Charles
or. Dr.
Following the meeting, regram at Tennessee State unihis mother, "Is Marilyn going "hobnobs" with some intellec- with the pastor,
T. Epps, delivering the eulogy.
lent of—
Most of the participants on freshments were served by a
last week.
to bring home another baby tuals in New York where she
versity
of
Little was the brother
aclike you did when the ambu- works to improve the status Mr.
Meeting on Tennessee State's the program were new faculty representative of the Pet Milk
Miss Vera Little, the concert
ntment.
lance took you to the hospit- gf her favorite hobby — writfor the first time, the members of the school. Fol- company.
campus
West
Berin
was
who
singer,
ing.
al?"
occasion was the first in a ser- lowing an introduction by 0. Mrs. E. C. Bell is reporter
lin last week and unable to
t he'
ies of five National Defense J. Johnson, the assistant prin- for the PTA.
ATTY. A. W. WILLIS is FORMER MEMPHIS FOOT- come home for the funeral.
ek. He" sStudent Loan annual area con- cipal. Private Floyd E. New.
making a rapid comeback aft- BALL PLAYERS will have a A graduate of Manassas high
lirector—:
er his recent illness.
ferences being held this year. sum of the Memphis Fire Dechance to look good or look school, Mr. Little was a stubeen:.
Delegates came from Tennees- partment spoke on Fire PreIT'S ABSOLUTELY AMAZ- bad before hometown fans dent at the Chicago Conserva1920. •
see, Georgia, Florida, Mississi- vention week and explained
ING where some people can when the Frontiers Club and tory of Music and DePaul unippi. Alabama, and South Caro- how parents a n d teachers
ip was
turn up while on sick leave. M.I. club spopnsor their annual versity before continuing his
should insure t h e safety of
iy the -.
lina.
This is the case of a woman charity football game at Mel- musical career.
[gar B. —
The student loan program, their families and the comwho was tbo ill to make it to rose Stadium Saturday night, PUBLISHED ALBUM
vho for. •
which is known to educators munity.
classroom, but had enough at 8 p.m. Alcorn will meet
As a trumpet soloist, Mr.
Curtis Mitchell, a senior and
man of
igth to leave the state. Mississippi Industrial collev. Little recently published an TRUMPETER BURIED —
remains from building. Ac- as Title II. is designed to aid Posters and pamphlets were
en her principal heard from Former Memphis players on album with Wynton Kelly and Final rites for Booker T. Lit- tive pallbearers were Robert students who ordinarily would distributed by the Memphis member of the college basket7ustees.
her, she was in West Mem- M.I. college team are: Frank Tommy Flannigan, pianists, tle. jr., jazz trumpeter and Jones, jr., Ronald H. Bin, not be able to attend college. Fire Department, and fire- ball team has been elected viceiblished
phis, Ark., pleading with him Savage of BTW; Jarn,..,s Hill Scott LaFaro, bass, and the brother of the concert star. James Austin, Preston Joy- in meeting their financial obli- fighting equipment was on dis- president of LeMoyne's student
gift of
to come over and put up bond and James Smith of Manassas. drummer, Roy Haynes under a Miss Vera Little, were held ner, Alvin Hogin and Floyd gations.
le uniplay for the parents to see. council. The office was left
MELVIN BOND has opened Times label.
for her. She was being de, scholParticipating in the program PLANNED PTA DRIVE
corner of It included t h e tunes, at Gospel Temple Baptist Newman. jr. Interment was
open after Floyd Weakley,
the
at
Big-M
the
imaWe
police.
the
by
tained
nation
tanding:
are 1,497 schools in the
The P T A president, Mrs. junior honor student, moved
Linden. The "Opening Statement," "Minor church last week, and pall- in New Park cemetery.
and
Wellington
in
really
is
sister
that
gine
lty on
200 of which are in the south- Georgia Ishamel expressed her
grand opening was held last Suite," "Bee Tee's Minor bearers are seen carrying (Story On Page 1)
poor health now.
host, Dr. appreciation for such a large up to president of the council.
east. Conference
was crowd- Plea," "Life's A Little Blue,"
space
The
Sunday.
Willie
replaced
Tennessee attendance and asked each par- Weakley
gar B. THE LONG HANDLED
Payne,
A.
Joseph
a
Get
ed with "Cafe Society."
"Grand Valse;" and "Who Can
)rleans,"
Students, stated ent to bring three other par- Brown who surrendered the
spoon is the order of the day
of
Dean
State
are
cloths
load of this. Table
I Turn To?"
Va.,
at a certain county school. We
that, "Over the past thr ee ents with them to the next office when he was called back
a flaming red . .. but the place
According to his parents, anwould like to know if the
Hess of
years Tennessee State has re- meeting.
to active duty with his army
man.
is cool
other album of Mr. Little's
spoon is triple-plated silver.
ceived $225.000 from the pro- Plans were made for a PTA reserve unit.
COOL ON ICE SHOW — will be released later this sea••
studs hon-WE CAN POSSIBLY Memphians who used to look son.
gram, and there are 300
7tmouth
LEARN A LESSON at Le- forward to watching the Holi- "God Will Take Care Of
dents currently participating
r, Col-Moyne college when the day on Ice show on the night You" was the organ prelude at
here."
Oberlin
Alumni Association presents designated for Negroes may the service, and the hymn,
Other Federal representa:le State
the stage production "Dear want to know that the Zetas "Blessed Assurance" was sung.
the conference
reception w a s and Mrs. 'mac Stevenson, Mr. tievs attending
wedding
A
U. S. OfYork,— "
Delinquent" on Friday, Nov. have cooled to the idea of Following the scripture and
lewis St. and Mrs. C. Burnett, M r s. were Dr. S. V. Jeter,
the
at
recently
held
to
re- sponsoring the segregated af- prayer, James Shells sang
Washington,
17. We might learn how
I Saint—
Education,
of
fice
AlMrs.
Bennie
Allen,
Mary
n d
duce the number of delinquent fair and have come up with "When They Ring The Golden Baptist church for Mr. a
Smith, reglen, Mrs. Sarah Capps and son. D. C., and Dr. J. M.
husband s, wives, boys and another program. This year, Bells," and remarks were made Mrs. Buford Malone.
of the U.
Terrance, and Mr. and Mrs. ional representative
Miss
former
the
bride,
The
girls.
o fill the coffers of their "Eye- by McAdam Sloan and Prof.
S. Office of Education, At- soothing, soft music is being hours every Sunday. However,
Bobbie Murrell.
daughthe
is
Murrell.
Amelia
played, cashiers and attendants Gardino's does not raise prices
orTHEW THORNTON glass and Scholarship Fund," W. M. Flemings.
Also Mrs. Dorothy Bryant, lanta, Georgia.
(1
r of Beale St.) though, the girls are presenting the
Following the eulogy, J. W. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Marion Mrs. Idellar Harvey. Miss Mur- NDSL Conferences are to be offer assistance with courtesy. on Sunday. In other words,
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and
st.,
Lewis
809
of
Murrell
Almost all housewives—and you can have the advantage of
in
year in
blind, is pushing the drive to Broadway Extravaganza
Westbrooks, Jr., sang a solo.
lette Moore. Miss Add ie held later this school
employed at Lowenstein's.
Mont- husbands too — are always super-market
raise funds for St. Jude hos- Bruce hall on Friday night, SURVIVORS
while
prices
Mississippi;
Columbus,
Na'
Ed
Moore. Mr .and Mrs.
pital. We hope his enthusiasm Nov. 10, and it appears to be
Aside from his sister, Mr. Mr. Malone, the son of Mr. son, Mr. Euguene Rome. Mrs gomery,
Alabama; Atlanta. seeking to obtain the best in leisurely shopping on Sunday.
Day at "
reasonable
of
most
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Malone
at
foods
Arthur
from
worth
and
seeing,
Mrs.
something
will become contagious
Little is survived by a wife, and
S. C.
Aside (torn shopping in a
Inez Cole, Mrs. Laura Bowen. Georgia: and Charleston,
:heduled •
prices obtainable. Such a shop- clean, spacious market while
affect many others with all we have heard. Now that Mrs. Barbara G. Little, two Collierville. Tenn., is employEdwards, Mr. and
e ,entire
ping place for groceries is
"push" to contribute to the we think of it, couldn't the sons, Booker T. Little III and ed with Union Protective In- Mr. Lee
Mrs Alonzo Whitmore, Mrs
1y, staff.
Gardino's Super Market locatZetas, under the present ar- Larry Cornelius Little, a surance company.
worthy cause.
A. J. Whitmore. Miss Glinda
ed at 2803 Lamar Ave.
clothes"
FEATHERS ARE FLYING rangements at the auditorium, daughter. Larue Cornelia LitAmong the special euests at Miller. Miss Alice Turner, Mr.
CAN YOU USE
The big, modern food marut work - • Models displayed their own
in Saturday classrooms on Le- given an integrated ice show tle; his parents, Mr. and Mrs. the reception were the bride's
and Mrs. J. Stanton, Mrs. Ker- designs in fall fashions when ket is open daily from 7 a.m.
Booker T. Little, Sr., and an- grandparents, who
include
Moyne college campus. In- the coming season?
recently
MORE
cen i a Brown, Mrs. Bernice the Past Exalted Rulers Coun- to midnight. The super market
other sister, Mrs. Doris Little
eking_
celebrated their fiftieth wed- Hibbler, Mrs. Mary Jones and
Rainey, a teacher at Carnes
cil of the Beal Street Elks is also open during the same
ing and
anniversary, and many of others.
ding
elementary school.
sponsored a Fashion Show and
fellow employees.
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Interment was in New Park the couple's
Dance at the Beale Street Kest
ay was. of both the
number
large
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cemetery with Hayes and
last Sunday evening.
am and
relatives
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groom's
May
and
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Langston Funeral home in
model
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I
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lone wore a champagne cotton
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:k Day
SWINDON, England — (UPI) brocade soft pleated dress with
r young
— Mrs. Elizabeth Swann said pearl accessories.
ay from
she wants an apology from THE HOSTESSES
of the
Canon W. J. Cratchley, the
Serving as hostesses for the
Anglican preacher, who left reception were Misses Alice
her daughter waiting at the Turner, Glinda Miller, M a e An U. S. Army Sergeant.
•
a prochurch..
Ruth Donelson and Willie Dix- stationed in Nashville, was arrcise to- rested yesterday for allegedly
on.
air phyAmong the guests were Mr. wiring an illegal telephone to
Chicago--;
and Mrs. J. E. Meeks, Mrs. his neighbor's telephone line
2803
Rosie Boyce, Mr. and Mrs. L. to get service without paying
T. Boyce, Mrs. Mildred Wash- for it. He is 40-year-old. E. M
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DAY !
ington, Miss Betty Rogers, Mr. Ingram, who is employed by
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the Army at the Veteran's Ad•
Open All Day Sunday
ministration hospital in Nashville.
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-21 , Can
in another house trailer.
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a
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party, set for Sunday, Oct. service, Sergeant Ingram made
22 from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. at several out-of-state long dis•
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Sponsored by Frontiers Club and M.I. Club
Oak Manor on Manassas Ave., tance calls, according to Wilannounces the president, Mrs. liam R. Cathey, Southern Bell's
Chief Security Agent for TenEtta M. Flowers.
18 07 Jar 494
The last regular meeting of nessee.
the club was held at the home
Sergeant Ingram was arrest14' Oz Can
of Mrs. Jackie Morton. Presid- ed for violating a new act passing at the meeting was Mrs. ed by the 1961 Tennessee LegJannet Harraway. The presi- islature which makes it unlaw16 Or Jar
dent:Mrs. Flower was out of
ful for anyone to obtain telethe city.
phone service through any
Birthday anniversary gifts
means to avoid paywere presented to some of the fraudulent
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business session.
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Application forms may be obtained from high school principals or counselors, or by writing to CIEP, 22 East 54th St..
New York 22, N. Y.
The deadline for student applications is Oct. 31.

KICK OFF TIME 8 P.M.

MELROSE
STADIUM
Advance tickets for adults $1.25. Students 75t.
At gate for adults $1.50. Students $1.00.
Tickets con be purchased at Memphis World & Tri-State Defender
Ave. — Pantos,* Drug, 209 Beale St.
Also: Central Prescription Shop, 550 Vance
Pharmacy, 1046 Thomas St. — Strozier's Drug, 2192 Chelsea Ave.
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Hardy Salt
Peaches-Miss Georgia
Cheese-Miss Muffet
Potted Meat
Kraft-Strawberry Preserves
Showboat-Pork & Beans
Swift-Peanut Butter
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ALCORN
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OPEN 1 DAYS A WEEK
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Cocktail Party
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LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's License

Call Tenn. State (irking School

BR 6-4121
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*Coconut Cakes
19C
Fryers
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Bacon
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Fish
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Meat Pies Frosty Acres, Beef Chicken Turkey
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Hens Oven Ready-For Stew Bakeor Salad- Average 3-4 lbs
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... lust584per lb
Bacon Ever Good Tray Pack
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Turkeys Oven Ready 10 lbs up
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Final Rites Held For
Mrs. Z. Miller; Active
Church, Civic Worker*

-•••••

•

Final rites for Mrs. Zettie her early -life. She was merrier;
Whitfield Miller, 1392 James to
'Tor I am not ashamed of
manner must realize the full
John Patrjck Miller of Memat., were held last Wednesday
the Gospel, for it's the
value religion offers and to
afternoon
from
Greenwood phis, and from this union sis
power of God unto salvathat extent do all that we can
CME church with the pastor, children were born, two ol
tion!'
Romans 1:16
to make it what it should be.
Rev. Paul Fowlkes, officiating. whom preceded her in death
In far too many instances many
CHURCH LOYALTY
Death had come suddenly to the As a widow she devoted het
Churches throughout the spend too much time countbeloved matriarch and civic time to the rearing of her chil
nation this month are observ- ing the cost. Many of us spend
leader Thursday evening, Oct. dren and grandchildren.
ing 'Church Loyalty' month. so much time counting the
5 at John Gaston hospital.
Mrs. Miller's survivors in
This takes en special signifi- cost that nothing is ever reaNotwithstanding
bance when we realize that lized.
her
ad- clude: a son, John P. Miller, jr.,
vanced years, Mrs. Miller had of St. Louis, Mo.; three daughthe idea of loyalty is lacking NOBLE GOAL
, einained active in church and ters, Miss Ethel Miller, of Memin most of the areas of hum- To Paul the attainment of
,vic affairs. She served as phis; Mrs. Elizabeth Henning.
an activity today. The_ojd "do salvation was the noblest
president of Stewardess Board of Nashville, wife of a promior die" spirit so common years goal of man. His devotion was
of Greenwood for 19 years and nent AME minister who forago has left many of us and so great that he thought nowas reelected the Sunday before merly pastored New Tyler
we find ourselves living in a thing should stand in the way.
AME church in Bingharnpton
her death.
rather complacent realm. This Our churches offer so much
Among other organizations and Mrs. Lucille Gaines, ot
is largely responsible for the today we should allow nothing
to
.vith which Mrs. Miller was Memphis.
impede its progress. The
condition of our world today.
identified, were the Annie L. She was the foster mot
if
Allegiance to a cause one greatest joys and the most
Brown
meaningful
lives
Health, the Ella Brad- Miss Carrie Wardlaw of
any
of
us can
.k
feels important is the one
realize
Calif.,
will
shaw
Charity
be
brought
and
and
about
Miss
the
Tillie
26th
basic motive for that moveWard Civic clubs, and the so' of Memphis.
ment successfully going over. only through the church. The CAMILLE AND GUESTS —
Camille (you find them), aro Gail and Marva Goss, if, derson. Michael and Lisa
meaning
real
Surviving
Second
of
life
Precinct
is
injected
grandchildre
City
Beautin inAs Paul wrote to the Romans
Top Hat and Tails clubhouse
Marla Jones, Andrea Simp- Eric Turner, Harriette Walk- Simon, Jerithel Nelson, Pamclude Herman Henning. jr,
ful City Commission.
he first impressed them that only to the degree that we was the scene for Camille
son, Sylvia Wallace, Carol er, Oliver Johnson, Debbie ela Venson, Faith Griffin,
Mrs. Miller served also as Rev. Garnett Henning, George,
he was sold on the idea him- have come to grips with the Simon's birthday party reColeman, Judy Letting, Etta Harris, William Owen, Nata- Winfred
and
Gwendolyn vice-president of the Hospi- John P., and Elizabeth Ann
self. So it must be today. We most vital. Once we have be- cently, and nearly 40 youngIsh, Fred and Teresa Shack- lie Clark, Camille McChris- Williamson, Oliver and Detality Committee of the Vance Henning; Mrs. Yvonne Parks;.
must first sell ideas to our- come conscious of the most sters from the neighborleford Kelvin Willis, Law- tian, Denise Owens, Tony nise Sims, Dugar and Charles
ave. YWCA, and was charter Vance, Charles, and Zettie
selves before we can sell vital we are in a position to be hood were there to share in
ton Jackson, Peggy Prater, Benson, Robbin and Lisa An. Savants and David Walton,
loyal
member of Evergreen Chapter Craig.
and
sincere in our obthem to anyone else.
the fun. In this picture with
107 of the Eastern Star.
jectives.
Southern Funeral Fiume had
Nothing stands out so imPaul, like us, realized the
In recent years she served as charge of final arrangements.
portant in our lives today as
chairman of the
full potential of adhering to rchairman
Mother's Interment was in New Park
church at 1051 Miss. blvd.
the fact that we must have
March-of-Dimes in her ward. cemetery.
the Gospel. Today we too must
Saturday,
21,
Oct.
being
Sabbath
is
school
begins
at
something that demands all
9:30
T
Mrs. Miller ranked among the
adhere to the best available.
celebrated as "Visitors' Day" a. m., and will be the opening
of our support and we be Anytime
top-money raisers in this anwe allow ourselves
FOR SALE
willing to give our all -to
around
the
world
by
Seventh
service for visitors. The public nual campaign for an extended
to do less than the best we
P.O. Up Payments On
something we hold near and
Day Adventist churches, and is .cordially ..invited to be period.
will shrink to the stage of a
French Pro,,incia, F.,rrigtp r•
dear.
psrticipating in the observance presenl.
.wrng Room. - Dloonp Raw.
pigmy. Not only must we reTHE SURVIVORS
MUST GIVE ALL
in Memphis will be the Miss. Elder Charles R. Graham is
Bedroom one Stitt.,
cognize the best but we must
A native of Starkville, Miss.,
elispt one GI 8.5357
Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist •astor of the church.
The other side of the picture be devoted to this to the exMrs. Miller came to Memphis in
CLAYSORNE
TEMPLE
AME
the
theme
the
for
occasion will
tells us that we must select tent that we give our all to
Mrs.
Edwina
Patrick,
be,
"Love
wife
is
the
Basic
Foundasomething that has real value. its realization to its fullest
of the pastor, will be the guest tion for Christian Womanhood."
If it is successful marriage or
speaker
during
speaker
The
the
for
the
morning
will
day
a successful business or pro- In this day of loyalty each
WITH BEANS
PRICES
fessional venture we must be one of us must look anew service when Women's Day is be Mrs. John Cooper, jr., wife c*i3311
willing to put our all in it for areas where we can be observed at Clayborne Temple of the pastor of Monumental
GOOD
all the time. Spasmodic atten- more loyal. We can not con- AME church on Sunday, Oct. Baptist church in Chattanooga.
tion to a thing will never pay tent ourselves with just being 22.
A graduate of Spelman colTHRU
off. The person who sets out satisfied with going along with
Music w ill be furnished lege in Atlanta, Mrs. Cooper
to achieve a certain goal and the program. We must as inhas
done
STRIETMANN
graduate
work
at
At'izi!zaluil OCT
under the direction of Mrs. L.
satisfies himself to work at dividuals and groups to insert
lanta, Howard and New York
B. Rhinchardt. Mrs. P o 1 1 y
it only ocassionally will never ourselves to the program that
universities.
2 h
be able to accomplish too much we become felt integers. Basic- Swayser is general chairman
Mrs. Cooper is a former
program.
the
f
with it. If it ever realizes its ally the world is what we
education instructor at BeneTENDER GRAIN
fullest potential it must be make it—indifference. uncon- Dinner will be served in the dict college in South
Carolina
dining
after
hall
the
church
nortured all the time.
cern and the like on the part
and served as executive di2 Lb
Paul placed his religion of us will only serve as media morning service.
rector of the Phyllis Wheatley
ahead of everything else. He to stop or slow down the proPkg
Rev. Loyce Patrick is pastor branch of the YWCA in Little
realized the full value it of- gram. We must be up doing at of the church.
Rock,
AMERICAN
fered. TodaY—we in a like alt timers
Mrs. Alta Lemon is chairman
WALKER TEMPLE AME
Miss Willie Mae Pegues will of the program, Mrs. R. F.
80?
give the morning address for Gordon, chairman of publicity,
Pkg
Women's Day at Walker Tem- and Mrs. Letha Young, general
ple AME church, 3209 Ford rd..
4 SIEVE
.0-tcaa'‘
3(13
on next Sunday.
Appearing at the special pro17 oz 1
gram at 3 p.m. will be the Rev.
Can
Mrs. M. L. Minnor of the Livi
,e,Cazzito
the
COCA COLA & PEPSI Case of 24
ing Church of God, and
public is invited
RIVERVIEW CHRISTIAN
WITH COUPON .3 55.00
Annual Men's Day will be
/41'1
ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
',ACKLAND AFB, Tex. —
observed at the church located
at 1982 Riverside blvd., on Sun- Three Memphis men have
A charge by a Negro Bap- him.day. Oct. 22. and the speaker completed Air
Force basic
tist minister that Negroes are
It was then, Rev. Battle or the morning service will be
mistreated in the Crittenden said, that the woman told him he pastor. Elder C. Thomas military training here, and are
Memorial hospital in West to "attend to your pastoring, Paige.
being reassigned. One of the
Memphis was denied last week and we will attend to our Guests from the city of Mem- men has been selected
to atBeautiful Set of
by R. F. Scruggs, administrator patients."
phis and the community will tend a technical training
course
for the hospital.
Scruggs told the Tri-State appear in a program at 3 p. m., and the others will be
trained 4-1.
42a1;
-CHANTILLY"
The complaint was made by Defender that an attempt had and the featured speaker will
Rev. W. E. Battle of Marion. been made to find the
be Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor on the job.
nurse
Christian
Blvd.
Miss.
r9
0111
the
of
Selected for technical trainArk., pastor of the New Mt. who reportedly insulted the
Sterling Silrer.
Zion Baptist church in West mini-ter. hut that the hospital church.
ing was: Airman James R.
Memphis and St. Mark Bap- had not been able to discover MACEDONIA BAPTIST
Regisfer
Simpson Jr. whose parents
i;a7:31/-13
tist church nrsar Joyner. Ark. who she was.
i.(i11:1;3‘
A pageant entitled. "Chal.3
G 01114/Out
lenge af the Cross" was pre- reside at 3096 Cherry Road,
Rev. Battle said he was iniv
DOCTOR WAS THERE
STr
()MI
CEZZISO 7
;14112421
sented at Macedonia Baptist radio intercept operator course,
sulted by a nurse in the hosHe did say rhat the patient
church 2093 Perry road last Goodfellow AFB. Tex.
pital, who after he inquired
was already being treated when
Redemption (.eti/cr.
Sunday night by members of Receiving
about one of his members,
on-the-job trainRev. Battle and 10 members
01,ctaxil
plFa3Zifli
the Mt. Pisgah Baptist church. ing will be:
told him, ''You attend to your
Airman William
arrived, and that a doctor was
pastoring. and we will attend
Mrs. Marjorie Goodman was H. Bridges, son
Registrotion endN
of Mrs. Merwaiting for the muscles in the program
sponsor. Rev. L. D. cedes
to our patients."
Bridges of 368 E. Olive,
arm to relax so that they could McGhee pastor
of the church to be an
is
Asked if he had been mis- try to put the joint
Oct. 31st.
administrative speback in TRINITY BAPTIST
treated at any other time, and the socket.
cialist at Laurence G. HansAnnual
Harvest
will
Day
be
whether other Negroes had
The official said that the observed at Trinity Baptist com Field, Mass.
complained of being insulted
Airman James E. DeLaney,
injury was subsequently re- church, 1058 Overton Park, on
by hospital personnel, Rev.
son of Mrs. Margaret DeLaney
Battle said, "No. but if they medied my surgery, and that Sunday, Oct. 22.
of 864 ii, Jackson, to be a
talk to me. on: of the leading the deacon had been released The guest speaker at the vehicle
operator at Plattsburgh
from the hospital.
afternoon program will be Rev.
Negroes in Crittenden county,
After being "insulted," James Rainey. Music will be AFB, N. Y.
like that, just imagine what
they must say to the sham- Scruggs said he was told that furnished by the male chorus DONALD WILBANKS
croppers awl day laborers!" Ir',ev. Scruggs threatened to of the church.
SHEPPARD AFB, Tex. —
!nova the deacon to Collins Other participants on the proWITH TEN MEMBERH
Chapel in Memphis. but did ro-s• ,A ill be Melvin Rogers, Airman Third Class Donald
Rev. Battle Said he went 'lot when told the
N.
Wilbanks, son of Mr. and
H • U.S.
BIG STAR OonlIty Controlled
movement Mrs. Bedessa Wrister. Willie
InsPocted • U.S. Gmde A
to the hospital along with IR !night cause
further damage Peterson,
Miss
Gwendolyn Mrs. Roy T. Wilbanks, 1516
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1
/
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membrrs to see a deacon who to the patient.
Seward, Elzy Harkins, Mrs. Allen St., Corinth, Miss., has
had dislocated a shoulder in a
The administrator said Ne- Ester Johnson. Mrs. Roberta been graduated from the
.. Whole Fryer. . Lb.
fall at a church, and after ar- gro Baptist
ministers often Johnson and the Belmont Soft United States Air Force techriving there asked a nurse just come to the
Ounloy Controlled I•A
H U.S.
nical
STAR
BIG
training
course
jet
for
hospital with part Singers.
A
how long it would he before of their congregation
, entei
Serving on the committee aircraft mechanics at Shep- 500141,,'
a doctor arrived.
patients rooms and some lime, are Mrs Tereatha McKinney, pard AFB, Tex. He is being
He said the nurse asked burst into the emergenva chairman; Robert Kendricks, reassigned to his permanent
..Cut Up Fryer . Lb.
"Why are you so interested? room
for duty in this technical
co-chairman,
Mrs.
Juanita base
The
WASHDAY
MIRACLE
You are not the patient," and UNFAIRFAIR CHARGE
Brittenum,
secretary;
Mrs. sjy.cialty.
he answered, "No. but I am
Airman Wilbanks, who en
Scruggs said one minister Margaret Boyd, program chairthe patient's
pastor, and refused to leave the emergency man; Walter Butts, Thomas tered service in March 1961
TA
49G.12a5ntoz.69V
therefore I am interested in room a few weeks ago, and Moss and Johnny Ross.
attended Corinth High School ?'irt•
e-1_1ZiR1
1
left only after the hospital Serving on the Welfare ComGOLDEN RICH
i‘c I
threatened to have him evicted mitter, are Mrs. Sallie Sykes.
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ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Growth of Knowledge in God

BY land J."maw

The 27th annual Red Mass Gold Coast Room of the Drake
will be celebrated at the Holy Hotel. Reservations will be
Name Cathedral on Sunday, handled by Marie A. Palumbo.
Oct. 15 at 10 am. The Red Secretary of the Guild (CE 6-

was marri
her of Mem

Mass, traditionally said
vestments, invokes the
the Holy Spirit at the
ning of the fall term

La union si

rrt, tiro
er in death
devoted he
of her chil
ldren.
Christ, delivering His Sermon on the
Mount, told his followers that He had
not come to destroy the laws given
the Jews through Moses nor the sayings of the phophets, but to fulfill
them and illumine them.—Matthew
5:17.

irvivors in

P. Miller, jr.
three da ugh-I

her, of Mem-

ith Henning,
of a promier who forNew Tyler
linghampton;
Gaines, of

He taught them not to retaliate
against iroults, but to "turn the other
cheek," to "give to him that asketh
thee, and from him that would borrow- to "turn not war," to love
their enemies and pray for them.—
Mo,thew 5:3$.64.

To love only those who love you,
Christ said, was no more worthy than
the tax-gatherers, who collected as
much as they could to line their own
greet
pockets. Christians should
strangers as well as their friends.-Matthew 5:46-47.

Moderator To Preach
Sunday Crerar Memorial

of

ermo
aw of
is Tillie

Red Mass Celebration
At Holy Name Sunday

Ii

At the meeting of

!children inienning, jr.,
ling, George,
izabeth Ann
ronne Parks;
and Zettie

General

Assembly

Thursday of Holy Week Christ promteed his disciples growth In knowledge of God through the Holy Spirit,
which would invest them all and illumine the truth for them. — John
16:12-15.
GOLDEN TEXT: Matthew 22:37.

The(5o16en Text

courts.
gether for works -of Catholic
reketa
The first Red Maas in Chi- Action; the promotion of the
cago, celebrated on the day of welfare of the members; up- Rev. J. C. Austin. pastor
St. Thomas More's canoniza- holding the standards of the Pilgrim Baptist Church, will
tion in 1935. is held annually legal
profession and encourag- honored for hls 35 years of sag
under the auspices of the
ing the study of the appli- vice, along with the 45th anni
of
Guild
Lawyers
Catholic
cation of the Christian prin- vrrrrr y of the church beginnin
Chicago to honor St. Thomas ciples in the light of modern Oct. 15. Services will be hel
More and St. Ives, the patrons legal problems. It is headed each evening during the week
of the legal profession.
by Mr. Lee J. Gary as Presi- culminating on Sunday. Oct
The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward dent with a Board of Gov- 22, when the Hon. Judge Jame
S.T.L.,
M.A.,
M. Burke, P.A.,
ernors comprising outstanding B. Parsoan will be guise speak
J.C.D., the Chancellor of the lawyers and judges in the city sr at a banquet to be held
Archdiocese of Chicago and of Chicago.
McCormick Place.
Officials of the Matrimonial
Mass in the presencec of His
Cardinal
Albert
Eminence,

the 173rd tral Planning Council of the
of the Presbytery of Chicago. Seven

ti Home had
rrangements.
New Park

Presbyterian

Church

The theme of his sermon at Chicago, representatives of the
Crerar Memorial Presbyterian South Central Planning CounChurch on Laymen's Sunday cil, the aldermen and congresswill be "Rise Up, 0 Men of men of the areas involved and
God." Following the service presidents of the Men's CounBISHOP F. C. Scott, Chief of worship, a coffee hour will cils in all the United Presbyof the be held in the Church's Fel- terian Churches'of the Chicago
Bishop of the Church
Living God, presided over the lowship Hall to give Mr. and Presbytery have been invited
69th Annual Assembly which Mrs. McKelvey the opportuni- to this luncheon.
convened in Chicago, beginning ty to meet the members and
Oct. 10. The convention will friends of the congregation.
extend to Oct. 15. Bishops and At 1:45 p.m., a luncheon
delegates throughout the United honoring Mr. and Mrs. McKelStates are attending. Overseer vey will be held in the
L. H. Dixon, of Chicago, is gen- Church's Social Hall under the
eral treasurer.
sponsorship' of the South Cen-—

10\110,

Club.

Dr. Preston Bradley
To Woodlawn Sunday

Growth of Knowledge in God S

C

THE

1lizzcz

DIFFERENCE WROUGHT IN OUR DAILY
CONDUCT BY UNDERSTANDING GOD

Scripture—Matthew 6:17-80, 38-48; John 16:13-15.

vt,

projection on certain Hebrew
IN THIS lesson, man's letters. Wyclif, realizing that
growth in knowledge of God is "horn" would not be understood
traced from the original Mosaic In the proper sense, used "titlaw given the early Israelites tle," which means a very small
(referred to in Matthew 5:17- object.
It is suggested that the "least
19), through the basic teachings of God's flesh-and-blood commandments" are those hardto pinpoint, yet greatest in
est
Bon here on earth (Matthew
5:38-48) to the most direct and corusequenca, such as control of
sublime communication of all, thoughts, word, and desires.
the personal guidance of the No one ',en teach a commandHoly Spirit from within the in- ment ef.ectively if he breaks It
hinweV.
dividual (John 16:12-15).
The "scribes and Pharisees**
The Mosaic law is so-called
because It was given the Urged- claimed to keep the law. but
this law;
Kea through Moses, first at Mt. kept only the letter of
Is not
Sinai. So basically legal was Christ tails us this
of
God's first revelation of Him- enough for the kingdom
righteousness
self that the first five books of heaven. The
picayune perfeothe Bible are called by the Jews sought is not
the Torah, or Book of the Law. Uon but basic rig.htness.
beak: prtnetples
them
From
Of this Mosaic law there are
exempla' of
two varieties—the fundamental Christ proceeds to
moral laws summarized later Godlike living (Matthew 5:38Christ in the Ten Command- 48). The much-argued passage
By N. SPEER JONES
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The Sermon on the Mount
and
"Thou shalt love the lard thy God with all thy heart,
22.37.
with all thy soul, and with all thy mind."—Matthew

PAUL D. McKELVEY
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GOING SOMEWHERE?
It's easier — foster — nor* convenient —
when you leave th• details in •up•rt hands I
Whether you're headed for Indianapolis or India.
an
your trip preparations go faster when they're handled bythe
expert travel service, such as WELCOME. We know allhest
convenience
your
fit
to
boats
busses,
right planes, trains,
your
--and we confirm your space. deliver your tickets, get
and
hotel room at your destination. Thus, you save time
you're sure.
Agency
Experienced travelers regularly depend on Travel
professional leaders men
service. South Side business and
to
details
the
'leaving
been
--have
know
whose names you
WELCOME" for the past four years.
the
We've arranged round-the-world personal tours- ind delivered
on
tickets for a two-hour trip to Detroit. We've taken happy hundredsand
comfort
WELCOME -arranged group tours, with every detail of
task.
a
net
pleasure
•
travel
convenience expertly handled to make
WELCOME service is complete. We are in contact with fine hotels
the most
and resorts all over the world -- know where yes can go for of our
fun, with the least bother, on your budget. Check this lint
regular services:
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • BUS
RESORT
TICKETS • SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION •
TRIP & TOUR ADVICE, FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
drop in at nor
Don't fight Loop parking And traffic congestion
(Tuner.'
Sutherland Hotel lobby office, or phone, for all the facts and
WEI,COME
let
handily.
as
just
you need. Then pick up your tickets
sake the trouble mit of travel!

0

WELCOME
TRAVEL SERVICE
Defender Court
2400 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Cell Danube 6-1800
-11191.1

Aid Club of Woodlawn.
Dr. Bradley is a member of
The healing and redemptive
the board of directors of the power of divine Truth will be
Chicago public library, a mem- brought
out at Christian
ber of State Normal school Science services Sunday in
board, and the author of a the Lesson-Sermon on the
number of books, three of subject "Doctrine of Atonewhich. "Courage For Today," ment."
"Mastering Fear", and "HapPeter's healing of the lame
piness Thru Creative Living,", man as related in Acts (4) will
are best sellers. He is chair- be included in readings from
man of the council against ra- the Bible, together with his

Christian Science

many new features will r

flect the ingenuity and im
gination of the Student Coo
cil, sponsors of the event.

The decor for the ocean
will reflect the tour seaso
with the entire student gro
supported by faculty, truete
alumni and members of t
Buitist constituency.
Stellar soloists will enhan
the musical offerings, inclu
cial discrimination and a reply to those who questioned ing: Miss Ester Rae Pool, co
member of the Mayor's com- him regarding the source of tralto, of Litt Grange, Ill., a
mission on race relations. He his healing ability: "Be it REV. Chambers Robinson, po
is beloved and honored by peo- known unto you all, and to all War baritone.
ple of all races, faiths, and the people of Israel, that by CHAPEL SERIES
creeds. To hear him is an un- the name of Jesus Christ of HIGHLIGHTS
forgettable experience.
Chapel services of the I
Nazareth, whom ye crucified,
Music for the occasion will be whom God raised from the stitute held each Monday a
furnished by the Young Adult dead, even by him doth this Thursday evening at 7 o'clo
Choir of Woodlawn AME un- man stand here before you are open to the public. A St
dent Council Worship Co
whole."
One of the correlative cita- mittee supervises the Mond

WESLEYAN GUILD
MEET SATURDAY

GOLDEN TEXT
heart,
"Thou shalt lot's the Lord thy God with all thy
o
and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind."—Motthen
It:37.
other cheek is
merits, and the Levitical laws, on turning the
doctrine
concerning specifice, such as often interpreted as a
even to bodi y
sacrifices, feasts, diet, hygiene, of non-resistance,
wide y
more
injury and death.A
etc
that the
Christ makes it plain that He accepted view arguesrefers
not
cheek
did not come to destroy what smiting of the
injury but to insult
had been set forth in the Book to bodily
As for loving our enemies,
of the Law, nor by the succeeding prophets. The suggestion la we are not expected to make
not that the Mosaic law was criminals or evil men our
incomplete, but, rather, that friends; rather we are to love
Christ would elaborate upon it them in the sense of trying to
and make It more meaningful. understand them and do them
John Broadus (in "Peloubet's good.
Select Notes," p. 342) explains
In vzi-se 48, the meaning of
the origin of the words "jot" perfect is not sinlessneas, but
5:18).
(Matthew
"tittle"
and
uprightness and sincereity.
Jot (Greek iota) means the
En the passage from John,
in ICrigHebrew letter iod
the coming of
fish). It is much smaller than Cbrist promises
Spirit to his apostles.
the other Hebrew letters, and the Holy
sense, it is a promU0 Is apt to be overlooked. As In a larger
us, that the Holy
for "tittle," It was substituted ise to all of
guide is in perfect
by the Reformation martyr Spirit can
we can but grow enough
John Wyclif for the Greek word truth it
of God.
meaning "horn," denoting a tiny In our knowledge
Christian 'Mutation.
Rases on copyrighted outlines yroduesti by the Division of

Chicago Baptist
Institute News

Di Preston Bradley, Pastor der the direction of Mrs. Robof the Peoples Church of Chi- bie Shields Terry.
Mrs. Cleo Williams is presiChicago Baptist Institu
cago, will be the guest speak- dent and Mrs. Lulu Powell is
will present its ANNUA
er at Woodlawn AME church, program chairman. Rev. JonaCALENDAR TEA on Sunda
85th A: Evans ave., on Sunday, than A. Dames, pastor.
afternoon, Oct. 29, from 3 o
Oct. 15, 1961, at 4 p.m., under
clock to 7 o'clock in the pop
the auspices of the Builder's
tar Social Hall. This ye

by

,
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Sifflog',
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Sunday Evening Club
Hears Editor On 15th

Meyer who will preside at the
throne. The Cardinal will later
speak at an informal breakfast immediately following the
Mass at the Drake Hotel. The
Rev. Thomas McDonough, Senior Editor of Life, Sam Hall. As this will be "Lay
S.T.L., J.D., M.A. director of Welles, one of the first-time men's Sunday," a great num
the Calvert League and a Civil speakers before the Chicago ber of Chicago's churchme
Lawyer in his own right, will Sunday Evening Club, will be
Admission
celebrate the Mass. The music heard on Oct. 15 in Orchestra will participate.
free.
of the Mass will be rendered Hall from 8 to 9 p.m.
by the tamed Cathedral Choir
Wells, a prominent Epis- Joseph 0. Hanson, Presiden
under the direction of Msgr. copan layman, and editor of of the Club, will preside. M
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The Baptist Churches have full citizenship and human
long served as training grounds dignity, as Baptists.
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the needs of the average or the years . . . and even down
ordinary Negro, the congrega- to now, the major group, the
tions formed under the name largest organization among the
of Baptist have long served as mass of American Negroes is
such a mass church's main the Baptist Church. Out of
of
sinews. And as such they have it have come a variety
been the training grounds in leadership types. In it remain
Washington is disturbed lest any many areas of American life a variety of leadership types.
Ghana's swift rise on the world's polithuman
to Ghana should hasten the from which the nation's gen- Down thru history,
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concern and anxiety among the Western socialization of the young African
secular, have experienced the
have excluded Negroes.
inPowers, particularly England and the tion's economy. It is apparent that the Many a Negro politician cut leadership struggle whichthese
teeth in the evitably occurs between
United States. By projecting himself United States would like to dictate his political Baptist
church. types. Nations have been disPews of some
forcefully into the international arena, Ghana's • foreign policy or the shape of Many a Negro entertainer, rupted, and even destroyed by
from operatic starts to comics, individual, and intra-group
Ghana's President Nkrumah has not al- its domestic institutions.
got their first opportunities to power struggles.
lowed the tide of events to sweep him
As the New York Times pointed out display
something of their World-wide religious orgaout of the currents of essential, yet acute
with the usual clarity and logic:
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world affairs.
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hundreds of thousands of ternal ferment in the
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even outrage us — and that they will at plain, ordinary Negroes, got of American Negro Baptists.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a am 37 years old, 6 feet tall,
single gentleman 43 years of tan complexion, weigh 180
age, 5 feet, 8 inches tall, weigh lbs.; not bad looking. I have
169 lbs., dark brown complex- my own home, a new car and
ion. Would like to correspond a very good job. Would like
with ladies (Catholic) who de- to meet a nice young lady besire companionship. Race does tween the ages of 20 and 40
not matter. Please enclose who is interested in a nice
snapshot in first letter. Will husband.
Henry Hate, 7741 Chamdo same.
aos1 vigM's *Rome!%IOU AND purtE
Thomas Moore, 526 Buchan- plain, Chicago 17, III.
• • •
OSHERS
lo Dam 1,41/
1
41 PtIRASE.!
WHOL
na, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Here's WORLD IS MOVH•46 FORWARD WHILE Nf011'RE SlAt401,46
SI
ILL..TAKMIG
EaSY!WEI.L...14ERES
A
Dear Mme. Chante: Your hoping that you can help me
column is wonderful — I read as you have others. I am a cog "(Oh lo PASS ALONG io /MOSE LIK,E
GET
it each week. Please help me lonely man, 29 years of age,
.5
;TX) YOU KNOW WWI %I' MEANS vAAEN1)
find a nice companion. I am seeking a wife. I have a good
0
)
.. irt PAY %%AND UP L ME
5 feet, 4% inches tall. Color income. Interested young ladoesn't matter. Would like for dies between 18 and 30 please
him to be over 5 feet, 9 inches write.
tall, between the ages of 30 • Willie F., 802 Looney St.,
and 40. Please send photo in Memphis, Tenn.
• • •
letter. All mail will be anDear Mme. Chante: I would
swered.
Miss Mary A. Smith. c/o like to meet a nice young lady
Linton, 47251 S. Ellis, Chica- between 18 and 19 years old.
Complexion does not matter.
go 15, 111.
• • •'
I am a gentleman 20 years
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a old—in my 3rd year of college.
single girl, 22 years of age, Guy Sanolitro, 1628 New
born and reared in Indiana. England, Chicago 35, III.
• • •
My parents are dead. I wish to
correspond with gentlemen be- Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
tween 23 and 50—promise to Jamaican young lady who
answer all letters. I am 5 feet, would like to correspond with
inches tall, brown hair and a single, middle aged Amerieyes; very sincere.
can gentleman. I am 22 years
Miss Doris Byers, P. 0. Box of age; dark complexion.
2263, Jackson, Miss.
Dressmaking is my trade. I
• • •
will endeavor to keep up the
Dear Mme. Chante: I have necessary correspondence.
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
worked.
read your column for quite Cislyn James, Michleton,
sometime, so I decided to write Bog W a I k, P. 0., Jamaica, WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The same scientists then •
The atomic lags at Los Alamos, tested an improved bomb, latex
and see if you can help me. I B. W. I
N. M., and Livermore, Calif., dropped on Nagasaki. The teat
have on their payrolls some of took place in New Mexico on
the World's best scientists. July 16, 1945. The men Who 'Los Alamos has had on its made it registered in advance
payroll since spring an elec- their guesses as to the new
One of Kentucky's most out- More and more, Harris is ner. All receipts are divided the highway. On the mailbox
down by the gate is a neat
tronic genius named Stretch, bomb's power. They were all
standing farmers, who produces turning over the well equipped 50 - „50.
touted as a "Super computer." wrong.
everything from Bluegrass farm with its three tractors T h e Harrises' attractive sign: "Clearview Farm." It sums
white
ranch
home
stands
back
Harrisses
take
to
Perup
the
pride
the
and
other
machinery
It has a vocabulary of 2,097,512 At that time, the "critical .
seed to beef cattle, once went
(M) words which it can pull geometry" of.. atomic explosives ,
around in a circle — from own- kins. his foster son and part- nearly two city blocks from in their farm, said Finch.
out of its memory in less than indicated it would be impossier to sharecropper to cash
ble to make anything short of
28 seconds.
renter, and back to owner
Two University of Rochester the inside of the blood vessel
So if this country needs new a city-wrecker. One distinguagain.
surgeons have discovered a appeared to repel the forma- kinds of
nuclear weapons, why ished scientist said it would
The farmer is Howard Harris
way of preventing blood clots tion of clots because of the don't the
people at Los Alamos be a long,long time before anyof Versailles, Ky., who now
during surgery with a negative negative 'charge on the sur- and Livermore,
with the help thing more destructive than the'
owns a 250-acre modern farm
electrical charge.
face
of
the
blood cells.
of STRETCH, go ahead and de- Nagasaki bomb could be fash—complete with a rancb home,
The technique was develop- Once a clot has formed, a sign them, make them, and ioned.
white board fence, large barns,
ed for use only against blood negative charge seems power- stow them away in the arsen- Since then they or their sucand grazing cattle — stretching
clots developing during sur- less to dissolve it, Schwartz al?
cessors have exploded nuclear •
along a highway near LexingXerY. It cannot prevent the for- said. He foresaw little possi- - W h y bother with tests, devices ranging from 1,000
ton.
'illation
of
blood
clots
under
bility
of
developing
the
times
to one thousandth of the
tech- whether underground, in the atHarris feels confident of reordinary circumstances, Dr. nique as a treatment for ordi- mosphere, or out yonder in power of the World War II
aining an owner this time
Seymour I. Schwartz told del- nary thrombosis.
space? This question is being weapons.
'cause he has established his
egates to the 47th annual din- SAFER SURGERY
asked by persons who wonder Some scientists think youarm on a sound foundation by
ical congress, American Col- The chief potential of the why the atomic nations, with can make a small H-bomb,
improving his farming methods
lege of Surgeons Tuesday.
technique, Schwartz said, is to nearly 300 nuclear tests under without an A-bomb trigger, "
and adding a variety of crop
Schwartz said the technique, make surgery safer on the their belt, feel the need for which would be deadly to soland livestock enterprises.
diers on a battlefield but harmtried only on dogs, used a smaller veins and arteries of more.
SUCCESS STORY
small flashlight-like battery to the heart, brain and intestine.
Why, they might also ask, less to cities. This is the soHis is a success story that
charge a tiny stainless steel Blood vessels adaptable to don't the rocket makers just called neutron bomb. It may
was 33 years in the making,
go ahead and make reliable take five years of testing to
says his district extension field PROUDLY HOLDING a Versailles. Ky. Here he disson and partner, William tube inserted into the vein or the technique are predomartery during surgery. He inantly small, no larger than a rockets without spending all prove them right — or wrong.
agent, John H. Finch. Return- handful of Kentucky blue- cusses it with the district
Perkins. The cattle have
said the negative charge on soda straw
in
ing to Kentucky in 1915 after grass in one of his pastures, extension field agent, John
diameter, those millions on test firings at Nuclear tests have many purtaken to the shade near one
Schwartz said. The high inci- Cape Canaveral? Why don't poses. To learn new facts of
four years in construction in is Howard Harris, center, of H. rinch, left, and his foster
of four watering ponds on
dence of clotting in these blood the canned soup people just in- nuclear science, to learn how to
California, Harris bought seven
the farm,
acres in his home community
vessels has always made them vent a perfect soup and for- pack more power into less
space, to eliminate the waste
and settled down to raising
dangerous to operate on, ac- get about taste tests?
The answer is that scientists, of costly materials which up to
tobacco and peddling meat in
cording to the doctor.
partnership with his father
He said the larger arteries engineers, and cooks aren't now has seemed unavoidable
who in turn had been a meat
and veins did not present this that good. No matter how in making battlefield weapons,
peddler with his fattier.
problem because clots there carefnlly they design, they to check novel ideas which may
TESTING ARTICULATION
can't know everything there is or may not lead to sensational
"We replaced the old-gauze- could be removed surgically.
There are tests that we can
breakthroughs, and, finally, to
covered tubs with a large
Co-author of Schwartz's to know about what they have
prove actual weapons.
give to find out what sounds paper was Dr.
white screened box as a meat
John W. Rich- created until they test it.
Nuclear scientists have con- The atlas missile warhead
contanier, and drove about our -y BARBARA BUNDSCHU work and its capacity to satis- identifying the nouns, verbs are giving children difficulty. ardson.
geguntY on Saturdays peddling," (United Pre.s International) fy man should be offered and other parts of speech in Each child can be asked to In another paper, three New tributed to the legend of their went through all of these teat
infallibility. In World War II ',haps. It is 200 to 250 times as _
read aloud, answer some quesWys Harris.
These children learn to write children at an early age."
their sentences with cut-out tions, or name pictures, and York surgeons described a the U S dropped on Hiroshima powerful as the Hiroshima "
By the end of World War I,
method
of
locating the source an atomic bomb which had not bomb, but weighs only about
They learn to read. Be- They start at three, in an un- shapes—a large triangle for a the teacherrd the sounds
tti
UVAUL
he had added 83 acres to his fore
they write, their hands graded class of three to six- noun, smaller ones for adje- in error. The teacher may talk of infections with radioactive been tested beforehand. It one-fifth as much.
seven, and thought success was learn how. And as soon as they year-olds.
isotopes.
The
method, previlives and still smaller for informally with the child.
right around the corner, he re- can
read they are doing third The approach to writing, articles, a large circle for a Speech correctionists, how- ously used for tracing cancers
calls. But within a year or two,
and
in
circulation
and metaboand then reading, is Kinesthe- verb and so on.
fourth grade grammar.
ever, prefer a prepared articu- .
tobacco prices fell and meat or
studies, never before has
tic—through the sense of mo- Dr. Montessori discovered lation speech test. Published
It
sounds
like
,
a
mixed-Up
went
peddle.
He
was hard to
tor activity. Youngsters be- that five to seven is "the op- articulation tests are available been applied to detection of
into debt, lost his farm, and be- school. But the system has
been working in a number of gin playing with large sand- timurn age" for a child to learn for purchase and include pic- the sources of infection.
gan sharecropping.
countries for more than 50 paper letters in the semi-script grammatical analysis, Mrs. lures, word lists, and conveni- Dr. S. Frank Redo,' of the
CORNERED COUNTY
years since its introduction in which they will first print and Rambusch said, the age at ent record blanks for check- New York hospital — Cornell
However, his meat peddling Italy by Maria Montessori. then write. They learn natur- which the youngster finds it ing errors for a simple speech Medical Center, said the method has been used only on exbusiness picked up the next Some of its elements have be- ally to sound them— k, ck and both fascinating and fun. The history.
year when he was given an come familiar school practice c all are "kuh." They trace shapes themselves, placed over The
classroom
teacher perimentally produced lesions
old used truck in exchange for here, but it is today having a them with their fingers, and a sentence, make a picture of should keep a list of specific in animals, but that it might
the motor from a wrecked car revival in “pure, form m a then in the air, in the proper its structure. They are used words that give certain chli- have human application.
he had bought for next to handful of private schools writing direction.
again in foreign language stu- dren trouble. These words may
Manual skills and muscular dy, providing a vivid compari- be used as practice words tonothing. Now he was able to across the country.
cover the whole county peddl- Sparking the movement is coordination are being devel- son of structural difference,
wards the end of the retraining
ing.
red-haired Nancy McCormick oped in other ways too. From
youngsters' first Program.
Soon Harris became a cash Rambusch, 34, mother of two, the beginning, the children get
-a
.ooks
books are
series of English Generally, a large number
renter instead of a sharecrop- who is founder and headmis- in and out of their Own snow
of children have difficulty
per. And within three years, he tress of the three-year-old suits, carry their materials to primers which Mrs. Rambusch
these sounds: (S), (TH),
had saved enough to start buy- Whitby school at Greenwich, their own work tables and put finds more "sprightly" . than with
ing back his original seven Conn., and also head of the them back where they belong. most American readers, al- (L), (R), (G), (Y), (H), (WH),
acres. So he had made a full American Montessori Associa- There are gymnastics and turn- though they don't, at cursory (SH), (CH), (Z), (F), (V), (S) SALISBURY, Southern Rhoexamination, appear much blends of SL, ST, and SQU; desia — (UPI) — Salisbury's
rcle and was back where he tion, which is training teachers bling in recess periods.
But (R) blends, as TR, CR, and DR; movie theatres were integrat—
arted, Field Agent Finch for about a dozen planned or Geography
l
its0 tisntro
otauc
teho
e more fascinating reading.
the children progress quickly (L) blends as PL, CL, and BL. ed without major incident
points out.
other with
operating
schools
in
READERS: For my Parlia- Wednesday night
But things were different cities.
continents, designed so the to more difficult reading.
.
Class room shelves are lined mentary Law Chart of Motion, A small group of Europeans HOWARD HARRIS, center, partner. William Perkins. • -'1
this time. Harris began atetnd- The writing - reading se_ children pick them up
right. and District Exton.Versailles, Ky.. has been
send thirty cents to Dr. Marcus assembled outside one theater
children's
classics,
with
with
ing agricultural extension meetsmall
raised
knobs,
the
'using
quence is not the only unusual
growing quality tobacco for ion Agent John H. Finch.
At eislit
ings and going to his county
-years old, Mrs. H. Boulware, FloridaA. & M. and made threats but several
a Montessori school, thumb and first two fingers Rambusch
said they're 'cap- University, Box 156, Talla- Africans were not molested more than 40 years. Harris, left, are admiring a burley
agent's office for advice. As a aspect of
wouldon
a
pencil.
they
how- as
along with his foster son and type tobacco leaf.
when they entered.
hassee, Florida.
'
able of readingimything."
result, he had his soil tested It has particular interest,
of a recent ex- They are encouraged to color nad began applying fertilizer ever, in light
carefully
and
with
to
trace
chil.
according to recommendations. periment in which young"play_ standard pencils—not fat crayAlso he began planting im- dren learned to read byanother ons—held correctly for writproved varieties of tobacco and ing" with a typewriter,
ing.
corn, and he started raising study which has shown a high
As the children begin to unlivestock to supplement his to- relation between reading abil- derstand the relations between
ity and muscular coordination
bacco income.
in older children and the con_ letters and words, they use
SELLS FEEDER PIGS
moveable alphabets to put toAs his increased yields and tinuing discussion of when and
to gether words they can sound
livestock brought him larger re- how a child becomes ready
out. They are soon ready to
turns, he added more land to read.
first write the words.
his farm. Today, Mr. and Mrs. .Dr. Montessori, Italy's
"The children don't read a
Harris and their foster son, woman M. D. N. based her book until they
know how to
William Perkins, own a 250- system on observations as to read," Mrs.
Rambusch said.
acre modern farm. Although children's readiness for learn- They've
herlearned in large part
hey no longer peddle meat, ing of all kinds, made by
of from their own writing.
ey raise plenty of it for the self and others at-the turn
Most of them "start to read
eery stores. Some years they the century. From the first, a
comprehension"
with
real
serious,
school
is
Montessori
of
head
80
as
miny
as
sell
and a
feeder pigs, n lambs, and 30 disciplined and pleasurable. In when they're about five
time
to 40 calves. And they also sell Mrs. Rambusch's words, Dr. half, she said. By the
wool and Bluegrass seed in ad- Montessori "believed that a they're six, they're writing
they're
conviction of the value of compositions. And
dition to tobacco.
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YALE PROFESSOR was toddling nervously
along a
dark back street of New Haven when a tough looking
character suddenly accosted him. "Would you be gracious
enough," suggested the
sinister character, "to
lend material assistance
to a forlorn, unfortunate
fellow who is out of
work? All rye got In the
world is just this here
loaded pistol."
• • •
A. hopeful Manhattan
bachelor read that Kira No.
was looking for a. de
luxe New Yotit penthouse.
"You can have mine for
nothing," he wired her, "if
you will pot up with a few
things. Me, for instance "
• • •

the wrong restaurant?!"
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The peripatetic John :Maley has been investigating the transit
alto/titan lip in Nome. Alaska "i wouldn't say in so many words
that the I mow system remains comnarathely primitive In these
parts-- but yesterday was the first time I ever saw a crosstown
bus that barked at me!"
•MU. by Deasett Cert. Distributed by Iltbly Nature, ayeatest.
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EDWIN C. BERRY, Chicago Urban League executive
director, has every reason to beam at premiere production of Oscar Brown, Jr.'s "Kicks & Co." at McCormick
Place's Arie Crown theater recently. The house was
backed for performance benefitting Chicago Urban Lea-

gue. Berry is at left. Other league officials include Mrs.
Carey Preston, secretary; Mrs. Katherine Dickerson.
benefit co-chairman and board member and Rev. Joseph Evans, president. Mrs. Dickerson was assisted by
Hank Schwab.

NANCY BROWN, former Chicago Urban League em- Co." during intermission of spectacular new musical
ploye (left) and a friend (right) tell Hugo B. Law, vice by Chicago's own Oscar Brown, Jr.
president of the CUL, how they are enjoying "Kicks &

HONOREES receive plaques for their contributions to
passage of a Fair Employment Practices law in Illinois
during Urban League benefit performance of "Kicks &
Co." They are (left to right) State Rep. Corneal A. Davis, State Senators Fred J. Smith (Democrat) and John

Meyer (Republican) and William H. Robinson, Republican representative. Davis is a Democrat. At right is the
Rev. Joseph H. Evans, president of the Chicago Urban
League.

JUDGE SIDNEY JONES (left) compares notes with
MRS. VIRGINIA LUCAS and Margaret Hathaway,
Chicago Urban League President Rev. Joseph Evans EVANSTON Urban League was well represented by (left) and Mrs. Victor Gotbaum, an Evanston League
Chicago Urban League employes, were among the 5,during break in "Kicks & Co." benefit production.
Lestre Brownlee (center) president, Mrs. Brownlee member.
000 guests who took in glittering benefit affair.

GETTING TOGETHER at the glittering affair held at McCormick
Place on Chicago's lakefront are (left to right) William H. Robinson,
state representative; Earl B. Dickerson, newly appointed Fair Employment Practices Commissioner, and State Rep. Corneal A. Davis.
Robinson and Davis were honored at the affair for their part in
passage of FEPC legislation

ANDREW HATCHER,(left) White House Associate Press Secretary,
chats with Mrs. Earl B. Dickerson, benefit chairman and member of
the CUL board, and Edwin C. Berry, executive director of the Chicago League, during interm4ssion.

THE REV. JOSEPH EVANS, president of the Chicago Urban
League and Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Williams applaud performance nf
"licks St Co." Williams is a membt4 of the CUL board.

Speakers for weekly chapel
services at LeMoyne College
through Nov. 8 have beek.anflounced by Dr. John Charles
Mickle, personnel counsellor at
the college.
Floyd Weakly, a junior, honor student acid president of the
college's student council, spoke
'
this Wednesday, Oct. 11.
Dr. Ralph G. Johnson, professor of English, will speak By CARLOTTA WATSON experience in Judging values in.
Oct. 18; Rgginald A. Morris, Musing: Getting a Perspec- clothes to be bought, and
they
associate priafessor of art, Oct. tive. Many have learned to know more about
what is be25; Dr. John A. Buehler, pro- view s ce n es in perspec- coming and
what is not. They
fessor of chemistry, Nov. 1, and t i v e that is, see dis- also are used to
!Semi. 'esiosomoionai•mar4.
managing the .
Dr. Harbans Singh, professor tances as well as foreground, money.
As golden days of October CHAMPAGNE LUNCHEON
of education, Nov. 8.
depth as well as height and Do you think it might
speed quickly past . . . social The more we hear about the
be
Chapel services begin at breath. Sometimes, problems possible for
pace about town begins to forthcoming Champagne lunall of you to agree 10:30 on Wednesday mornings viewed in perspective turn out that
it is too bad to spoil so
pick up momentum . . . so, cheon-fashion show which will
and are held in Second Con- to be not so much problems much
your scribe receives word of be given by the Memphis Alof your homelife with
gregational Church (United as just natural and logical
the scores of lovely luncheons phabettes on Oct. 28, we are
this kind of conflict and to '
Church
of
CERTIFICATE
Christ)
OF
at
ACHIEWalker stages of growth. When y o u reach some kind of
Byes. president; Mrs. Alma ed to the local chapter of
and dinners feting Bluff City assured that it will be one of
compromise.•
Booth, chairman of the na- the Links by the 1960-61 and McDowell across the street were under two, you had the that would
Memphis' most posh affairs. VEMENT claims the attenclubs.
be satisfactory to.
from
tion
the
of
the
campus.
above
Mrs.
Memphis
Better
and
project;
Homes
tional
Gardens
and
task of learning to walk. As you both?
THE SOPHISTICATES Elma Mardis is the chairman
Links members, who are, Addi• Jones, co-chairman. Action Educational Awards
you learned, you took tum- Tell them to consider
BRIDGE CLUB - so well of the models.
such
left-right, Mrs. Op belts
The certificate was present- program.
bles. Your parents were very questions as What is really
known for its black and white Some have been previously
the.
proud of your progress.
formals of the past, and more mentioned; others who will be
custom in school today regard.,
recently for its hilarious "hobo doing the modeling of creaNow you are in your teens, ing clothes?
balls"-was beautifully enter- tions by some of the country's
and your task is to grow into What is generally considertained by ARNEDA MARTIN most outstanding designers
Memphis Links recently of local education and the Annual Women's Day will be a mature person who can ed the right way to dress for
The
are
Annie
Bar
ber
Mitchell,
last week, and she served lusheld a College Night for Par- Memphis Links want to thank observed at New Tyler AME eventually stand on his own church for girls of your age?
cious steak dinners to her so- Evelyn Bagsby, Sybil Mitchell,
rents as a part of the groups the public for sharing with us church, 568 Carpenter St., on feet in life without support But don't forget one im-,
Betty Washington, Josephine
phisticated clubmates.
and control f r om parents. portant question: "How much
national project, "EDUCATION your community effort to im- Sunday, Oct. 15, with
women Your job is to grow into inIt was their first meeting of Bridges, Lynn How ell and
money can the family afford
FOR DEMOCRACY," at prove education and we are in charge of all
services for dependent adulthood at your
the season, and almost all Helen Whalum. Hattie Sweawhich parents were informed asking you to send us a name the
to spend for clothes and what
day.
members were there to help rengen is the program chairown pace and still your par- share of it can be spent on
about the nature and purposes of a deserving student with
share the fun ensuing over man. and the commentating
Memphis Zetas, are busily of the guidance services of- academic potential or talent Mrs. Gussie Young wi 1 I ents may give help and con- me?"
"Bootsie" (J e w e 1) Speight's will be done by Laurie Su- making plans for the
speak
at
the
morning
service,
trol when you really need it.
presen- fered to high school pupils but lacks cultural enrichment,
winning of first price, Ceneta garrnon.
tation of the Broadway Music- and the values of good coun- social stimulation, hope or and Mrs. Hattie Bush will be Dear Mrs. Watson:
Quall's second prize luck, and CHIT CHAT
speaker
guest
at
the
3
p.m.
al production to be held Fri- seling.
financial means, to receive
I have some parents who are
Margaret Rivers, as third prize
Mrs. L. C. Patterson has day Nov. 10, at Bruce Hall,
very unreasonable. I am trying
Beginning the 1961 program, the educational opportunities meeting.
winner.
hied off to Los Angeles, Calif., LeMoyne College. The New
Music
for
all
services
of
the
to grow up and it is aggrathe Memphis Links is gear- appropriate for their abilities.
WITH DINNER CLUB
to visit her son and daugh- York show features top stars
day will be furnished by womto cope
Last Saturday nigh t, the ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. L. of the Broadway Stage and ing its objective toward pre- Contact any Link member or en's choruses of the church. vating to have to try
paring students to qualify for Mrs. Alma Booth, chairman."
with parents who boss too
Dinner Club was the guest of C. Patterson, who are now Concert Hall.
The
women
have
set
$2,000
scholarships from the vast remuch, who set old-fashioned
Helen Sawyer at her home on making their home there. Mrs. Clyde Turner, director of
as their goal. Mrs. Viola Ware and unreasonable standards, Pension paid to veterans who
servoir of available funds.
South Parkway. Everyone was Patterson is looking forward the show, brings featured playis
general
chairman
of the oc- and who don't realize that a hold the Congressional Medal
members are especially
eager to lend a bit of cheer to to seeing the sights of the land ers and featured parts from Club
casion, and Rev. Robert L. Mc- person has a right to some of Honor has been increased
concerned with students of
Helen's mother, Mrs. Smith, of sunshine and flowers.
from $10 to $100 per month:"
the best of the New York high intellegence but culturalRae pastor of the church.
privacy in life, and especially by a new law
who has been ill for some Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Stage productions. He had
enacted by the
ly handicapped.
about the selection of clothes. 87th Congress.
time. The group meets for the jr., have returned home from selected scenes and parts from
The Links stand ready to Cokes for LeMoynites Ann
What can I do?
sheer pleasure of planning and their trip to Chicago, where "Porgy and Bess," "South
The Veterans Administratior .
Dear Ann
serving gourmet dinners, amid they stopped at the Palmer Pacific," "Finian's Rainbow," provide whatever enrichment Freshmen at LeMoyne Coladministers payment of thi:
beautiful table settings, and House, while Dr. Speight at- "Lost in the Stars," "Carmen activity would be best for a lege were treated to a get.
In many families, conflict
interesting conversation. En- tended the Academy of Op- Jones" and other shows of culturally handicapped child. acquainted Coke party by
arises over the question of pension, Harry G. Phillips, Ofs, _
Such activity may include; members of the student chapjoying this delightful inter- thalmology and Otolargnology this type.
clothes. Girls like to choose ficer-in-Charge of the VA Of-ACCRA, Ghana -(UPI)-A their own clothes and make fire in Memphis, said today.
lude were Addie Owens, Fran- One interesting side of the
Also included in this pro- supplementary books (beyond ter of the National Education
,
wave was reported all their decisions about what The new law lowers the age
ces Hooks, Ruth Lewis, Bettye trip was a visit to the famed duction are excerpts from the required list); fees to enter Association. The affair was tidal
Bland, Grace Young, Marga- Playboy Club Penthouse for some of the greatest concert a project; transportation to held in the recreation room of Thursday to have damaged to wear, but many mothers requirement for eligibility from'
ret Rivers, Martelle Tw ig g, dinner.
music ever written, such as participate in a project; pri- Bruce Hall. Mrs. Charles P. about 100 houses in the sea- feel that they have had more 65 years to 50 years, and
Jewel Speight and the hostess The visit of the former Miss the second act from the opera vacy for study; equipment for Roland, is advisor to the NEA port of Keta, 110 miles east of
Mates the requirement of havart or science project; resource chapter at LeMoyne. Willie here. The reports said there
. . . who all missed three of Dorothy Waller stirred lots of Aida.
ing an honorable discharge
persons
useful
provide
exto
Terry
is
president.
were no casualties.
their members who were un- interest with her many friends
Mrs. Loretta Kateo, presiPhillips pointed out.
able to attend.
here. Dorothy, now Mrs. Wal- dent of the sorority speaks for periences for tallented stuWhile all who are currentdents
dramatics,
music
in
art,
BRIDGE AT GRIFFINS
ter Pi tt s, and her husband, the membership in urging
ly receiving the $10 pensior
subjects
customnot
and
other
THE DEBONAIR SET bec- were here on a visit from the support of the entire
will automatically have their
koned the bid of Norma Grif- their home in Oakland, Calif. Memphis Community in mak- arily in the school curriculum
parocnts increased to $100
fin last Saturday too, when at Complimenting the pair was ing this cultural presentation A spokesman for the club
veterans who reecive the Mecl
Norma and Leon's newly re- Mrs. Wilhelmien Lockard, who an overwhelming success. The said:
Nearly 40 children showed al of Honor in the future, anc
novated home on the Parkway invited friends to visit with proceeds will be used to sup- "It has been heart warmup for Camille Simon's birth- those who presently have th(
that intrigues all with its co- the charming couple. Among port the sorority's "Eyeglass ing to know that such a keen
day party at the Top Hat and medal for heroism in comba'
lorful balcony surrounding the them were Dorothy's sister, Project" and scholarship fund. interest exists in the problems
Tails clubhouse on Oct. 8, and service but are not receivini
back of the upstairs addition Ruth Waller, Mrs. Gladys Mrs. B. A. E. Calloway,
all appeared to have enjoyed the pension because they are •
- a fun-filled evening was Webb. Mrs. Mary Hill. Mr. and general chairman, announces at the following prices: $2
the party as much as if it had under 65 years of age, will hays.
the pleasure of the members Mrs. Robert Fields, Sr., Mrs. that tickets may be obtained reserved seats, $1.50 general
been his or her own.
to apply for the pension it. .
and guests.
Winifred Franklin, Louis from members of the sorority admission and $1 students.
Camille is the daughter of order to receive
it, Phillips'
11061E SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STA?F
Dinner consisted of delecta- Johnson, Miss Utoka Quarles,
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett H. Si- added.
,. „
ble ham pineapple slices . . Miss Mattie Taylor, Mrs. Aline
mon, Sr., of 1471 S. Parkway,
a 1m on d beans . . . pickled Walls, Mrs. Rola nd Powell,
East.
Add color and flavor to your holiday meals. . and earn
peaches . . hot rolls, coffee, Mrs. Katheryn P. Thomas,
BEAUTICIANS
Activities included all sorts
etc. . . . all following a cock- Miss Jewel Gentry and Mrs.
compliments ... with Sweet Potato Puff. Perfect for of party games, and prizes Learn to SI frov• Human Hair to41)
the Head. Amazing New
Hair
on
tail session prior to d inn e r. Sallie Stevens.
company, it looks glamorous yet requires no last-minute were awarded to winning Pot. Process.
Bridge was played in the
Dorothy is an alumnae of
preparation. Carnation Evaporated Milk, the economical dancers. The prizes for dancCOURSE - 40 HRS. - 5 DAYS
beautiful den, with its orange, LeMoyne college, and a popuNU-HAIR OF CALIFORNIA
better-blending milk, makes this dish creamy and moist. ers were displayed on a peg
purple and green decorations, lar member of the social set
4502 S. Broadway, L.A. 37, Calif.
Try it soon ... and keep watching this column for recipes boar d, and the contestants
LOS ANGELES:
and were enthralled with the before leaving her e several
Call ADams 4-9584
to help you get more fun and good eating out of cooking. were allowed to choose their
master bedroom, with its years ago to make her home
own.
orange carpeting and appoint- in California.
Hundreds of balloons were
ments that definitely marks it Among the relatives and
artistically arranged throughcirca 1961 at its glamorous friends of the late Mrs. Jewel
out the club, and the favors
Everyone Loves
best.
Brawner. who came to Memwere decorative horns and
Here were Alice Kilpat- phis to be with Dr. Clara
Salads Mode with
balloons.
rick, Lamaris Robinson, Ju- Brawner and Miss Alpha
Refreshments included hot
lia Collins, Pearl Gordon. Nell Brawner, during the sad days
dogs, Hawaiian punc h, ice
Northcross, Cecelia Westley. which followed Mrs. Brewcream, cake and candy.
Ann Willis and Vivian Willis. ner's su d den demise were
PARTY AIDES
Prize winners of the club Thomas Darden, George
Receiving small guests, diwere Helen Batts and Martha Campbell and Waddell Simrecting games and serving the
Galloway . . and guests Jua- mons of Sandusky, Ohio; Dr.
refreshments were Etta Ish,
nita Lewis and Mary Ethel Hubert Crouch of Tennessee
Judy Letting, Peggy Prater,
Jones.
State university, Rev. Wilson
Denise Sims and Gwendolyn
Welch of Fisk, and Dr. Vera
Williamson.
McBrybe of Meharry Medical
Also helping with the recollege, all of Nashville, Tenn.;
freshments were Misses DeMrs. Jeanetta Phelps of Buflores Flynn, Delores Alexanfalo. N. Y.; Mrs. Nellie Brawder, Barbara Hart and Geralner Kesler and her daughterdine Gray.
in-law, Mrs. Agnes Woodson,
Among the adults assisting
and Mrs. Juanita Miller, all of
with the youngsters were Mrs.
Chicago.
-"s197.1.
Ann Benson, Mrs. Elsie SeBROADWAY PRODUCTION
vere, Mrs. Ruby Williamson.
The Memphis Zetas are busiMrs. Mar gar et McWilliams,
ly making plans for the pre7
Mrs. Mae Fitzgerald, Mrs. EmSWEET POTATO PUFF
sentation of the Broadway
mett Simo n, jr., and Mrs.
Makes 16 serving's)
musical production to be preKathryn Thornton.
$ cops (4 1-pound 14-ounce cans)
sented in Bruce hall at LeT h e beautifully decorated
Moyne college on Friday night,
drained Tweet potatoes
6 egg yolks
birthday cake was served to
Nov. 10, which will feature
% cup soft butter
11
/
4 cups (2 small tans)
adult guests, while the chilsome of the top stars of the
1/7 teaspoon sob
dren received individually decundiluted CARNATION
Broadway stage and the conorated cakes.
/
1
4 cull 3091.,
EVAPORATED MAX
cert halls.
2 tablespoons grated
6 egg whites
Clyde Turner is the director
orange rind
of the show, and he has select- Cerwert new Cornet et Forlioel Slum,
ys pound mantunallows
et HOME in one quick, ed scenes and parts from "Por- Coloratura Soprano, Charlotte 1 lollotnan, made a guest appearance Mash potatoes. Add batter,:oat, potato mixture. Pour
tnto 2 butgy and
"South Pacific,"
sugar. orange rind, cinnamon tered 154-quart shallow baking
EASY APPLICATION "Finian'sBess,"
Rainbow," "Lost in at the landsecics-faishion show given at the Hotel Plaza on September and egg yolks. Beat smtil ingre- dishes. Sprinkle tops with extra
Hei earneo-bike. beauty and dramatic skill were enhanced by her dients are well blended. Add cinnamon_
Top with marshmalYou can have natural-looking the Stars," "Carmen Jones,"
formai evening costume de,igned by Vogue Patterns. She is pictured Carnation. Mix welt Beat egg lows. Bake in moderate oven
straight hair the safe, easy and many others.
Mrs. Loretta Ka te o, Zeta here in her pink and apricot pure !silk brocade evening dress and e.iipe- whites until stiff and fold Into (350*) 45 to 50 minutes.
SILKY STRATE way. Do it
at a
yourself at home and Rave time president, is urging the entire stole, one of the costumes that appeared in "One World of Fashion"
PRACTICAL PRICE!
and money. The easy-to-follow Memphis community to come fashion show, sponsored by the Continental Society of New York.
directions assure professional- out to the cultural presenta- Incfor the benefit of The Howie of Frienclalsip Gunovanity Crier
like result.. Your hair stays tion, as the proceeds will go
straight and easy-to-manage for to support the sorority's eye- in Now Ye&
months . . will not go back glass project and scholarship
even when wet.
fund.
Mrs. B. A. E. Calloway, genSS SSSSSSSS SSSS SSSI SSSSSSSS SSS
FOR MEN: Regular Strength for short,
eral chairman of the program
coarse hair.
DOUCHE POWDER
says tickets may be obtained
Wasson
•r• enthusiastic
FOR WOMEN and Child,,,,: Gentle from
members
•beut
of the Zetas
ECON.O.SENE the douche
Strength for long. fine hair.
9..dot the Off:smites osotedion a
Reserved seats are $2.00, gen
941011 Oent we ode,—ye .1 OfI4•41
Dollars On Automobile Liability Insurance
eral admission, $1.50, and $1.00
fest *en moo eta.. desrdfds SAFE
Stirs and 4.5NTLE—Ir a de4htfui
for students.
fresl,. hies tragranc•. Ooze, S our.%
of ECON•0 GENF le coat *est.e so
,
for only Sx.
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Zetas To Bring
Broadway Stage
Production Here

Pension Increase
For Holders Of
Medal Of Honor

Tidal Wave Hits
Ghana Seaport

Birthday Party
For Camille

SPEAS
Atificf.( 44p4 )1,11ium,
VINEGARS

1.01

SAVE! $AVE: $AVE:

Woman Nearly
Itches To Death

$1

COMPLETE
"
WITH NEUTRALIZER
DELUXE KIT UN kW TM

INONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
in every package

osooly
755 yours.1 bow fmnado
one warder cr•soe.Noar
l'os bropfry," writes Mrs.
P.Roomy ofL A.Calif

Iiere's blesadel relief from
error., of r•ffInal ers-h.
rectal itch. (-haling. rash
ffi
and eczema 'nth in smarm( of,s
forreolacalledl.ANALANF.Tistalsw acIgns
med wove!creme Ifell•heraftflborverfa ferne•
vrh.lor is 2006.16 p.s, Imasted and mesons's]
clred• heal,mg.
111.1ft,5,nei screwhIngsinegeow.
Drit v.11 Giet LA.NA

WE CAN liSEWYOU!
AT LOW RATES

WE CATER TO
• P, vole Parties
• Cord Parties
• Ballets
• Wedding Receptions

—

•Small Monthly Payments
•Small Down Payment
Safe Drivers Save More Money
CALL US OR COME TO OUR OFFICE TODAY

ENGELBERG Insurance Agency
888 POPLAR AVE.-Phone: IA 6-0651 or JA 6-0652
SSSSSOSS5S 5$ 5 5$SS1SSS 5 $1 SSS $5

• Stank s

WE SPECIALIZE IN
• Seafoods
• Pit-Bar-B-Que

CLIP AND MAIL

....."."...••••••

Econ-O-La b
DEPT. TS-20
1655 POPLAR AVE.
MEMPHIS TENNESSEE
•P

WE DELIVER
ROBERT WINFIELD, Proprietor

Enclosed find 75; Please send tore postpaid container wifki
04 ECON-0 GENE
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1920 Swift; a daugther.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Smith,
1541
S. Third; daugther,
Diretha
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Smith,
154/
S. Third; daugther,
Diretha.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie E. Lee,
1541 Rayburn; son, Gerald
Maurice.
AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL
Anna C.tooke
By GRACE WILLIAMS
OCT. 1.
AT JOHN GASTON
OCT. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. William Fmnie,
APPLE SEASON
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. 2227 Lyon; daugther, Dena Mr. and Mrs. Willie D.
FALL FASHION SHOW
HOSPITAL
card was drawn by Mrs. DobGreen,
The apple is the loveliest of
1435 Austin at.; son
Evans, 774 Randle; daugther, Rachel.
The lovely home of Mrs. Al- bins.
Dale Tobias.
earth's fruits and we grow the OCT. 7. 1961
Regina
Dessaree.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse White, OCT. 2
bert Sangster on Pine it., was On Merry High's campu s,
best of theme here in the Unit
Mr. and Mrs. Gobell Mitch- Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hill, 1107 Baminel; daugther, Cyn- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Clay,
attractive and talented girls
ed States."
ell, 2673 Felix, son, Carl Pat- 1956 Dunn; daugther,
transformed into a beautiful
Marcell
thia
Denise.
have been chosen by their
1642 Pennsylvania; daugther,
"It is the children's fruit rice.
Charmein.
stage setting when the New classmates to run for "Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Pink Holla- Valerie Jo.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Tay- Mr. and Mrs.
beloved
of
small
boys
for
gen
way.
767
Hasting;
daugther,
Anderson JackIdea club presented "Designers Hornet." the official football
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Johnerations, cherished in t h e or, 885 LeMoyne Mall, daugh- son, 2878 Harvard; daughter Carla Eunice.
•
son, 774 Kings Row; son. AnShow Case" for its members queen and her attendants. In
ter, Gary Nell.
schoolbags
of
little
girls
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
HenDarrie
Delois.
drew Mack.
and visiting friends on last Fri- the race for queen are senan eye on recess when it would Mr. and Mrs. Mason Herring, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Taylor, derson, 902 Barton; son, Mel- Mr. and Mrs. Jim Mottley,
day night. A designer herself, lors: Martha Jones, Mary Jean
DAVID GIBSON
2965 Mt. Olive, daughter, Cor- 1210 Weakley,
be
shared
vin
Louis.
with
the
intimate
3415 Reynard rd.; a daughter,
daughter, Ella
any pieces from Mrs. Sang- Cox. and Elmmor Faye Redd:
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Hayes, OCT. 3
friend, or given to a beloved nelia Yvonne.
Louise.
ster's own wardrobe were mo- for first attendant: Gladys
1936 Tunica; daugther, An- Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Horton,
teacher.
Always
it
has
Mr.
ana
been
Mrs.
John
W.
McMr. and Mrs. Nathaniel nette Marie.
deled by Miss Gladys Collins Jone s. Jacqueline Whitfield.
their first choice, their favorite Gowan, 543 Essex, daughter, Fletcher, 2608
and fur hats from her own Rose Ann Golden; second atJackson; son, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wil- 1011 N. Seventh; a son, Karl
and
for
Karen
Jean.
good
reason.
It
puts
Anthony.
Ulysses Fletcher.
hand by Mesdame Rosetta Mc- tendant: Pearl Griffin, Margarsparkle in their eyes, polish
Mr. and Mrs. Howard B. Mr. and Mrs. Calvin E. Har- liams, 721 Roanoke; daugther. OCT. 5
garet Long, Margie Davis, SonKissack and Anna Cooke.
Pamela Evett.
on their teeth, joy in their Blakely, 252 Ayers; daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis.
ris, 1890 Hearst; daugther, OCT. 13
Other models wearing spe- ja Trice, and Sandra Smith;
1440 Hyde Park; a daugther.
stomachs and health over all." Sandra Denise.
Allen,
Nellie
attendant:
Sandra
Marie.
third
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
L.
Tillcial attire designed for them
Mr. and Mrs. William H.
—Angelo Patti.
Mr. and Mrs. Philemon
Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Brat- man. 1077 N. Manassas; son, Sweet, 1911 Keltner; son, Wilin
ed Misses Patricia Foust Ruby Nell Porter, Freddie
Mr. Patri writes eibquently Turner, 3082 Nathan, daugh- ('her, 1685 Ragan; daughter, Joseph Edward.
ShirDouglas,
Carolyn
Vaulx,
of Wianapolis; Verdetta Story,
liam Chester.
about both apples and children. ter, Yvette.
Katrina Rosette.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert SteKansas City and Marion Rast- ley Hayes, and Gerry NorthAnd as the above article states, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie B. Colwart,
275
Hernando;
son,
Robern.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Haley,
er, all of Lane college; Mrs.
apples and children go to- lins, 1507 Victor; daugther, 1249
ert, Jr.
College; son, Bob, Jr.
ildred Hay of Brownsville, Voting will be by secret bal- The Cultural Life Committee gether. So when the youngsters Edith Loraine.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt 'Don't suffe, sseedlessfy. gat speedy Peat
LeMoyne
college
has
selected
the
direction
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
rs. Clarice Gibbs, and Mrs. lot under the
Luther
Mr.
and
Mrs.
CrenWillie
P.
call on you for treats this
Jordan, 1783 Kenner; son, Kim llet 'worn throbbing pas el tOotheele
Student Council. The queen three outstanding artists for the
shaw,
880
Griffith;
Moore,
849
daughter,
Majestic;
ivian Bell of Jackson.
son,
woth fast 001,01 OftA•lEt.. Pahl
Halloween, nothing would
Roderick.
Homecoming 1961-62 concert series.
goes us seconds. Guaranteed
Beverly Elaine.
Tony Lee.
From lounging to late even- will reign at the
please them more than a nutri- Mr. and Mrs.
ir 00045 beck. All drug stores.
coicerts
are
open
Mr.
and
Mrs.
All
of
the
Roosevelt
Thurman
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
L.
ig wear was shown, including game on Oct. 28.
to the public and will be given tious apple served plain or Rutherford, 849
Hampton, 946 Sixth at.; son,
Buntyn, Newman, 411 E. Trigg; son,
bulous stoles of autumn haze DELTAS PLAN
Roosevelt, Jr.
daugther, Freda Regene.
Deltas in Bruce Hall starting at 8:30 fancy.
Mark Allen.
ink and the latest in coats. Jackson Alumnae
m.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Doss,
When you select apples' for Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Rhodes, OCT. 10.
on The widely
ats were modeled by Mrs. journeyed to Brownsville
acclaimed young the little ghost and goblins be 3207 Horn Lake;
monthly American pianist, David Gibson
daugther, Mr. and Mrs. Castro House,
cKissack through the cour- last Saturday to the
president, will open the series when he sure to get some for your fami- Jacquelyn.
428 Cambridge; daugther, Marsy of Ftosenblooms which meeting with the
Col- appears in concert on Thursday ly, too—they're in season, now Mr. and Mrs. James A. Pugh, quite Lynn.
s long been the mecca for Mildred Hay and Bertha
1320
Brown,
daughter,
and
a
real
Belinda
good
buy.
for
made
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haynes,
Fill Out This Application To Enroll For
sicriminating women and I lins. Final plans were presen- night, Nov. 2. He has two sucFaye.
392 Abel; daugther, Karen
cessful Town Hall recitals to For eating raw,choose apples Mr. and
ust say they were simply the much talked about
Mrs.
Major
N.
Hurt,
Citizens
14th Annual Yule Tide
TheaLenette..
tation of the Broadway
his credit and has made the that are hefty and solid. De- 3678
reathtaking.
Berry, daughter, Tracy Mr. and Mrs. Johnny C.
licious and Mclntoshes are extrical Extravaganza on Thurs- European concert tour.
KING
AND
QUEEN CONTEST
Somone.
Narrator for this most eleBrown, 983 Woodlawn; son,
Tickets to the concert may be cellent for eating and Halloday, Oct. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Winston Adair, Johnny C. III.
ant showing was Mrs. Annie
Adult Participants Must Be Ages 14 Thru 25
This Broadway musical will purchased at LeMoyne's busi- ween treats. Greenings make 1161 Fountain ct., a son.
. Bond, past president of the
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Winsmouth watering pies a n d OCT. 8.
Junior Groups - Ages 6 Thru 13
be directed by Clyde Turner ness office in Brownlee hall.
lub. Mrs. Rosetta McKissack
Romes are just right for bak- Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bal- ton, 1553 McMillan; daugther,
and staged in the Lane college FOLK SINGER
Baby Division - Infancy Thru 5
s now president of the New
Mary
Denise.
Odetta,
the
celebrated folk ing. For an all-purpose apple, lard,
health building. Be sure to
Clubs &Organizations May Also Enter Person In Contest
1318 Ridgeway, daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wells,
des which is the oldest, fedsinger,
will
be
here
with
her
choose Baldwin, Staymans, or Charlotte Maria.
make it a date for you simply
1520 Castalia: daugther, Lori
club in the City of
can't miss this cultural event guitar for a concert on the night Jonathans,
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Max- Kay.
acW.
of
Feb.
21.
She
is
a
sensational
Deadline For Entering Contest - November 15th
BUY BY BAG
of the year.
well,
782
St.
Paul;
son,
Le- Mr. and Mrs. Hallie B.
new performer and her recordRIDGE PARTY
All Winners Will Be Determined By Highest Amount Of
If you are interested in the ings have made her one of the For economy buy Jonathan land.
Smith,
1517
S.
McClain;
son,
Bridge, still one of the fan.'- education of your children, the
Money Reported At Close Of Contest in December
apples in the four pound celMr. and Mrs. Allen Dawson,
rite past times, found mem- PTA Council wishes to remind top singers of the day. Folk lo bag. Store them—this ap- 1249 Kansas; daugther, Allene. David Burton.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Chatsongs
or
spirituals
are
her
rs of the Criterion Bridge you that the membership drive
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Davis, man, 2937 Johnson; son, Grespecialty, she endows each with plies to all apples—in a cool
lub gathered at the home of is now on at the various schools
1970 Kansas daughter, Velda gory.
dry place.
Crowning Of Royalty • - • On Stage Of Handy Theatre
her
own
individual
style
and
Ur scribe engaging in the
In addition to having plenty Rose.
in the city and you are in- charm.
OCT. 11.
•Beautiful Prizes- - -Watches Radios - Jewelry • Flowers
ame. After arriving and being vited to join where your chilof apples for between meal Mr. and Mrs. Elam Boy, 36 Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Maxwell,
•Second Prize Winners To Serve As Princesses
rved, progressive bridge got dren attend school, or in the Soprano Gloria Davy, the snacks, try serving them at Lucca; son, Elam, Jr.
2106 Farrington; son, James.
Metropolitan
Opera
star,
will
Mr. and Mrs. Loddie Boyce, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Monger,
•All Contestants To Be Awarded Prizes
derway. Climaxing scores case of patrons, join where close out the
mealtime.
LeMoyne series
und Mrs. Julia Sheegog in your interest lies.
Apple-Cranberry Bake — 246 Sycamore; daugther, Pat- 224 Flynn rd.; son, Steven
with a concert on the night of
rat place, Mrs. Bernice Lucas It is being stressed that not March 23.
Core apples, being careful not rese Montel.
Craig.
Crowns'Robes-Music-Stage-Show To Be Supplied
second a n d Mrs. Fannie one just join but participate in
to cut through blossom end. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Banks,
596
S.
Wellington, daughter, 267
obbins, the lucky boody. I the meetings. In keeping with
Gracewood; daugther,
Fill cavity wi th cranberry
Tanessa Jean.
Yolanda Denise.
For More Information Of Contest Rules And Prizes
ay lucky for it was a tie be- this year's theme of American USCSC Man To Speak
sauce and sprinkle with cinnaMr. and Mrs. Lester Flemon, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Curry,
ween Mrs. Dobbins and Mrs. Education W e e k: "Your Ross Clinchy, special assist- mon. Bake in moderate oven
Call - Contest Director At JA 5-3749
1141
Severson,
daugther,
Ethel 1632 Preston, daughter, Sha. M.'Hughes and the lucky Schools: Time for a Progress ant to -the executive director until apples are tender.
Mae.
ron
Marie,
Pancakes—Add
fineApple
Th•
Under•igned
Requests and Gives P•rmission so The Cflfgertil
Report" ask yourself this of the United. States Civil
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Cruthird, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Lewis,
Commit'.., Council to Enter My Noma in YulisrTid• Contest.
OW YOU KNOW
question, "Will I be a part of Service Commission, Washing- y chopped or grated apples to 717 Gillis; daugther Phyllis
1659 Carpenter; son, Stanley.
batter. Brown pan- Renea.
William Henry Harrison had that report?" Progress can- ton, D. C., will address an as- pancake
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Vinson,
with butore children than any other not be made without the aid of sembly of LeMoyne college stu- cakes as usual. Serve
295
Harrell; son, Gregory La.S. President. Harrison had parents and .teachers working dents, faculty and staff Fri- ter and syrup, and sausage pat- NAACP To Hold
Rue.
Meet
0 children—six sons and four together in common the inter- day morning, Oct. 20, ta 10:30 ties.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Wright,
Desert Salad — Sprinkle The Memphis branch of the 592-C Brown Mall, daughter,
est of their children.
in Bruce Hall.
ters.—(UPD.
Juice.
lemon
NAACP will hold its regular Vivian Annette.
diced apples with
Add choped dates, raisins, or monthly meeting on Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. John Barton,
marshmalOct. 22, at Mt. Olive CME 335 Dixie Mall; daugther, Segrapes. Mix with
lows or cream cheese cut in Cathedral starting at 4 p.m., norr'i
PHONE NO.
and all members are asked to OCT. 12
small cubes .
be present.
A REAL TREAT
Mr. and Mrs. James Fields, Mod Or Brin g This AppReation to 257 South Main Stroot--To CitIseas
Jesse H. Turner is president 4763 Malone; daughter, De- Yule -Tide Cont•st Directors.
Now when the trick or treaters come a calling serve them of the branch.
borah Elaine.
a delicious candy apple. To
make them you'll need:
2 lbs caramel candy
4 T. water
Red food coloring
20 ginger snaps, finely rolled about 11/2 cups crumbs
12 medium apples
12 wooden sticks
Melt caramels with water in
double boiler. Stir in enough
coloring to make a bright red.
Cover bottom of tray with ginger snap crumbs. Twirl apples
with Fred MacMurray
(using a small pickle or loband Barbara Stanwyck
ster fork.) in hot syrup until
surface is completely coated.
Set on crumbs, remove fork
and insert candy stick. (crumbs
give the apples additional flavor and keep them from sticking to tray.)
"A Guide To Good Eating"
durable pitching ace of the
is a service provided for the
readers of the Tri-State De• San Francisco Giants,says ...
fender through the coopera"You bet I smoke Tareytons, and so
tion of the Memphis Dairy
Council. Mrs. William is a
do most of my teammates. Show me
teacher of home economics at
with Johnny Weissmuller
another smoke that tastes so good!"
Manassas high school.

Three Artists
Scheduled For
Concert Series
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Enjoy the Channel 3
Movie Tonight and
Every Night!

Thursday, October 19, 10:10 PM

"Virginian"

Friday.: October 20, 10:10 PM

"Tarzan Finds a Son"

and Maureen O'Sullivan

Saturday, October 21, 10:10
with Gary Cooper
and Walter Brennan

71

Sunday, October 22, 10:15

Sainted Sisters

with Veronica Lake
and Joan Caulfield

11

Monday, October 23, 10:10
enthusiastic
fh• douche
fection •
.‘ priced
en SAFE
del;ghtful
SIC( con-

"Lady in the Dark

NEW YORK— (UPI) — Irving Levine, owner of the lock,
stock and barrel rifles sales
and repair shop told police
Sunday he was robbed—lock,
stock and barrel.
Levine said burglars took 40
weapons worth about $5,000,
4,000 rounds of ammunition
and $500 in cash.

11

Follow Th• Crowd
To The

with Ginger Rogers
and Ray Milland

Tuesday, October 24, 10:10 PM

Tosti•st Food
in Townl

SPECIALS
2/254
20¢

TX-Burgers 154
TX-Cheeseburgers
COLD DRINKS

HOT DOGS

SHAKES
BARBECUE

Night Hours:
Sun. tSro Thurs. LOU is
Fri. & Sat. 200 o.rn

WH 6-0189
Florida at Trigg

DUAL
FILTER
DOES
IT!

Here's one filter cigarette that's really different?
The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you
a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, defi•
nitely proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and
smooth. It works together with a pure white ewer filter
—to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.
Toreytort deliver.—end ysis enjoy—rho beet we 41k. best rawer:ea,

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton

— BRILLIANCE MARKS GRAGG CLUB LUNCHEON-REVUE AS MEMBERS HAIL NAMESAKE

STILL
ACCLAIMED
a, ers to continue their notable
one of the most brilliant and
achievements and to prepare
delightful social interludes
for a important place in
of early Autum is the renuclear warfare should that
cent luncheon•fashions revue
extremity present itself.
in spacious Banquet Hall of
hostess club founded in
McCormick Place during
March. 1959 by Mrs. Grace
which women who have
Lee Stevens, one of Defendmade notable achievements
erland's most active and
in educational, business and
ardent club women, numbers
civic endeavors paid tribute
in its membership a group
to one of the nation's out- of women who hold responstanding
women leaders. sible posts in business, eduThe occasion was the Rosa
cation,
political,
health.
L. Gregg Educational and
music, art, journalism, soCivic club's annual fashion cial service and social welshow and
which fare activities. Photo left:
honored Dr. Rosa L. Gregg
An engaging and elaborate
of Detroit, national president
highlight
was
"Autumn
of the National Association
Around the World in Fashof Colored Women's Clubs. ions' Exciting Silhouttes."
Dr. Gregg. who shared the Group of models includes
guest speakers' podium with (form left) Lavinia Hunter,
Federal Judge James B. Par- one of the city's most outson challenged her listen- standing designers - modistes

The

luncheon

who showed original fashions from her personal
as well as apparel.
accessories and jewely from
her own salon; Berry
Brooks, chairman of the
fashion show and revue coordinator; Oristine Johnson,
Kay Williams, male model
John Tate who displayed the
latest trends in American
and Ivy League attire for
every occasion; Mildred Wilburn, Doris Sims, Caroline
Hoskins and Elsie
Seay,
both of Flint, Mich., who
modeled original millinery
creations by Mrs Seay, a
former Windy Citian who
now is an instructor in millinery for the Flint board of
education. Male model not
shown Gary's popular
Arthur Russel 1, Center

war-

drobe

Pratt

photo: Guest model, Mrs.
Jeri Fuller Leak, daughter
of the cosmetics magnate
S. B. Fuller and recent bride
of Andrew Leak, Jr., son

Memorial Rites Held In

minent morticians, in one
of the fabulous original creations from her personal wardrobe. The powder brocade
cocktail suit is lavishly trim-

med with luxurious chin.
of one of Chicago's procilia collar and the same fur
is fashioned into a fetching pillbox. Photo righ t:
Commentator
Marion
B.
Campfield, woman's editor
of the Chicago Daily Defender, also a member of the
Rosa L. Gregg Educational
aind Civic Club, program
participants. and speakers'
table guests face Defender
Photographer Tony Rhoden's
camera to officially record
auspicious occasion. Group
also includes Mesdames Cleota Robinson, Lena Carol,
Shirley Chase Smith, executive secretary of the
South Central branch of the
American Cancer Society,
who served as general chairman; her c o-c hair ma n,
Maude Tancil; Berry Brooks,

—
Florene Jones, Jessie Mae
White. Not pictured: Mame
Davis, president of the Mason Higgins. Grace Johns
hostess club; Nell Hunter, and Judge James B. Parsons.
Juanita Lockridge, Eunice Outstanding among women
Knighten, LaUrsa Hendrick, leaders attending the lunchcourtesy and publicity chair- eon-revue were Mesdames
man; Teresa Steals Prince, Pearl
Washington, GerJulma Crawford, and (rear) trude Williams, Gussie MonDr. Rosa L. Gregg (stand- roe, Daisy Grisham, Myrtle
ing center); Mrs. Grace Lee A. McK enzi e, Georgia
Stevens (to Dr. Gregg's Cowan, Margaret Sparks,
right) founder; and at her Alma Hodge, Lula B. Leonright. Mrs. Agnes Thornton. ard, Marie Edwards, Mary
president of CNDA; Fannie G. Puckett, Etta Mae Carter,
Baxter O'Branion, Bernice Ruth Watson, D. L. Range,
Lindsey. of Milwaukee; Ethel Elizabeth C. Williams, Jane
Laws, Alton. Ill., executives
Bell Scruggs, Clara Leali,
in State and Regional activiEmily Kelly, Minnie A, Lee,
ties in the Chicago and
Bertha Keith Payne, Ruth
Northern District associa- Steele, Mattis Pitts. Daisy
tion of Club Women; Carigo
L. Wills, Johnnie Mae
S. Horton, Grace D. Weiss, Thompson. Hortense Ellis,
Alice Fay, Juanita Brown, Katherine Wash inglon of
East Chicago, Ind.; Fannie Madison. Wisc., and V et
M. Carter, and Celeste L. Rockhold.

B.

Annual AME Conference Shows Excellent Results

Charging that segregation sues. He ordered telegrams AWARD"
T. Gomez Mission, meeting at
exists on a large scale in Chi- sent to the U.S. Department of
Rev. Wilford Reid received 7345 S. Princeton, sponsored
cago, the 79th session of the Justice and to Atty. General
Chicago Annual Conference of Robert Kennedy, on the Mis- the annual "Minister of the by Bethel AME, Chicago, unFuneral services for Miss fluenee of a sorority should Mrs. Esther Pollard, Basileue
the African Methodist Epis- sissippi issue, and asked min- Year Award" presented by der the leadership of Rev. Dr.
Nellie M. Quander. Incorpor- not be limited to the college of XI Omega Chapter, lead
T. A. Portlock and Commucopal Church meeting Oct. 3 isters and laymen, represent- Bishop Gomez and Presiding
ator and First National Pres- days of its members but should the service. Mrs. Barrington
to 8 at Woodlawn AME church, ing over 60,000 AME's in the Elder A. Wayman Ward. Pas- nity AME Church, meeting at
ident of Alpha Kappa .Alpha iiintinue through their adult D. Parker. Supreme Basileus,
94th & Wallace, sponsored by
65th and Evans, asked for greater Chicago area, to write tor Reid of Bethel AME EvanSorority, tisere held at the afe. Accordingly she laid the read the Sorority's Resolution
ston, had a net increase of 143 St. Mary's AME, Rev, William
"ministers
and
members
to
the
asIllinois legislature, the
Lincoln
Temple Congrega- foundations for nationalization of National Sorrow. Nearly 100
H. Jenkins, pastor, received the
sist in every way possible the Chicago City Council and Chi- members, led in the purchase
tional Chu .'hr in Washington, of the Sorority through incor- surors, including
of a $24,000.00 tri-level par- commendation of Bishop GoFounders
elimination
of
segregation
in
cago
Board
of Education.
D. C., recently.
poration and graduate chapter Beulah Burke and Lavinia
sonage and grossed over $29,- mez. Rev. Walter Lee superChicago public schools."
Services were conducted by establishment. Through her ef- Norman. were present. An
The resolution charged that 000.00 leading the 278 mem- vises Gomez Mission and Rev.
A
series
of resolutions in- "the manipulation of school ber congregation.
the Pastor. Rev. R. L. Phillips, forts. Alpha Kappa Alpha was acappella choir of 40 coeds
John
Wallace, Community
cluded protests on the arrest boundaries as a result of the
and the euitigy was delivered incorporated in 1913 and she from Beta Lambda and Alpha
Mission.
DIGNITARIES PRESENT
of
over
100
youth
by the Rev. Arthur W. Elmes, became the first National Chapters sang.
in McComb, ghetto situation in housing"
The five-day session closed
Two prominent local figMississippi and asked for a was the responsibility of the
Pastor of the Plymouth Con- President. It now includes 279
Miss Quander lived alone
at DuSable High School, Sunstronger FEP bill in Illinois. School Board, Rev. S. S. Mor- ures appeared during Thurs- day
gregational Church and a life- chapters in 43 states of the and was found by her neighafternoon with the readEndorsement was also given to ris, president of the Chicago day's sessions. Judge Sidney ing
long friend. 'Believed to be ..1 Unit,c1 States and in Wen bors on Sunday when several
of pastoral assignments by
Jones spoke on the gains beher 80's, Miss Quander was Africa. with more than 40.000 nersons noted that her news- MRS. MAE liODGE asks that the current drive sponsored chapter of the NAACP and
made by Negroes and urg- Bishop Gomez. Music we.
one of Washington's best miimbers Miss Quander was naper from Saturday evening parents remind their teenagers by the United Citizens Com- Rev. Carl Fuqua, executive ing
ed a continued fight for rights furnished by a 500-voice
known residents
an active advisor to the, orga- were still on her steps. Death to attend the "Workshop," mittee for Legislation for secretary, both members of
and a sense of community reBorn and odtviated in Wash- “eetein threugh the Years.
was attributed to coronary Saturday, Oct. 14, 9 a. m., Freedom of Residence through- the AME Conference, praised sponsibility. Etta Moten Bar- ed
ington, D. C.. she was one of
Washington Park YMCA. Topic out the state,
Alpha
Kappa
Memorial thrombosis.
the stand taken by the Confer- nette, former movie
and TV
the grand-dauethers of Deniel Serve es for Miss Quander She is survived by a sister of the day will be "Female
Bishop Joseph Gomez, pre- ence.
celebrity and wife of Associatand Hannah Bruce. free Ne- were held on Wednesday night, Miss Susie Quander of Phila- Charm and Male Brawn." Some siding over the
conference, President
Kennedy
was ed Negro Press owner, Claude
groes whose descendents in- preceding the funeral, at the delphia, a brother, Harry of of the Co-ordinating Council commended the
committee lauded by the committee "for Barnette, presented a tableaux
clude many well-known resi- Church where the body lay Cleveland. and many cousins of Youth Groups sponsors the headed by Rev.
Horace Gal- his several appointments of with ladies of the Women's
dents of Washington and Vir- in state. Services were con- and several nephews.
Workshop. Mrs. William Syl- loway, pastor
of Bethel AME, qualified Negroes to execu- Missionary Society dressed in
ginia.
ducted by Alpha, Beta Lamb- Burial was held in Lincoln fester White is director of the Robbins, for the bold
stand tive, judicial and policy mak- authentic African attire from
After graduation from the da. and Xi Omega Chapters. Cemetery.
group.
taken on these and other is- ing positions." The Confer- her personal collection, on the
Miner Normal School, Miss
ence also supported the UN Missionary program Thursday
Quander began her teaching
1•
for me." Vivian's father is a position in crisis-stricken Af- night.
career i n We . 1901. at the
Garrison Schoel She was a
building contractor in Rocky rica and the use of a single TWO CHURCHES ADDED
Secretary General.
keen studert and Was able
The Conference approved
Mount.
to combine teaching in the
Iwo new churches. The Hazel
•
A devout Catho/ic. Mi ss "PASTOR OF THE YEAR
sehoai with atierdiinee
Richardson finds time in port
at Howard University. She
to attend Mass and participate
received the Bachelor of Arts.
in various community events.
Magna Cum Laude. from Ho- North Carelintisirn Vivian and help others. I enjoy
She lists among her favorite
meet- signer.
ward in June. 1912. She ma- Richardson, who has traveled ing and talking
with them," Then one June night in 1946, personalities Congressjored in the Social Sciences almost a million miles across Perhaps this is
why Vivian de- she talked with two seamen man Adam Clayton Powell,
and received the Master of the Atlantic as a stewardess
in cided to join MSTS as a stew- who told her about the duties Gerri Major of Johnson PubliArts from Columbia Univer- the Military
Sea Transporta- ardess in 1946. She is now one of a stewardess on ships carry- cations, Mrs. Cameron Hayes
sity in 1915. From 1916 to
tion Service, is one of the most of 20 stewardesses serving on ing men of the Armed Forces, and Mrs. Edna Mae (Sugar
1917, Miss Quander served as
active seagoing civil service six MSTS transports in the their dependents and govern- Ray) Robinson, to name a few.
a special field agent for the
stewardesses in the MSTS' At- Atlantic Area,
ment employees. "That's f o r Her hobbies include card
Children's Bureau, to make a
Sift together 25i CUP8 silted
me," she said. "Here is my playing, reading end working
RECALLS DREAM
study of the economic and lantic Area.
eake flour, 3 teaspoons Clabber
social conditions of the feeble- This charming 5'-/" brown- Vivian recalls that she al- chance to meet and help others at her forte, dress designing.
Girl Baking Powder, and It
minded in New Castle County. eyed miss, who was the first ways had a desire to go to sea. and also see the world." The "Designing is something I love
teaspoon salt. Cream together fi
woman to qualify for a life- Much of her stewardess
next
day
Vivian
Delaware.
registered
for
work
best of all," she said. During
}X cup shortening, 2cups 6rrn/y
Retlr11111(! it, Washington. boat ticket in the port of New on the transports includes car- duty as a civilian marine. She leisure time at sea, Vivian finds
packed brown sugar, and 14
sailing in the ine, for the wives and children made her first trip in 1953.
she took up her teaching career York. is
able sewing machine. "I've
teaspoons vanilla extract. Add
USNS MAURICE of military men. At times there The petite stewardess, who
as a junior high school teacher. transeer
time to spin away on her port2 eggs, beat until light and
She taught at the Shaw Junior POSE.
.11a, aS many as 100 children lies at 249 • West 133 at., in made everything from ladies'
fluffy. Adel 4 eguaree (4ounceel
High School for more than 30 A,Irie from her MSTS du- r‘n one voyage. Vivian also as- New York City is especially jackets to men's coats." she
unsweetened chocolate, melted
years until her retirement in ties she hia-i devoted her life sists the ship's chaplain in ar- proud of a ranch-style house
and cooled. Add dry ingredi1950, At Shaw. Miss Quander to helping others. Her prac- ranging parties for the chil- she owns in her hometown of said. When she retires, Vivian
ents alternately with I cup
organized the first School tice of the "golden rule" has dren of dependents departing Rocky Mount, N. C. "After plans to return to fashion demilk, adding flour mixture first
Safety Patrol Unit in the given her a deep interest in and those returning to
signing.
built
Dad
"my
it
said,
all,"
she
the
and last; beat thoroughly after
Washington Schools and spon- the United Seamen Service United States. She
also supereach addition. Pour equal
sored the patrol for 25 years. Centers located in most MSTS vieen laundry
facilities onboard
amounts of batter into two
Miss Quander also earned a ports, which provide entertain- to see
that they are always in
and floured 9 x /1,
icertificate from the New York ment and recreational facilities
working order for mothers'
inch round layer cake pe n.
School of Social Work and a for merchant seamen.
convenience.
Bake in a 375' F. (moderate
diploma from Uppsala UniAccording to Vtvian's boss,
PORT
oven about .10 minutes. Cool
versity in Sweden. In 1936 IN
-When in port. during my R. P. Warner, head. MSTS Atbefore frosting. Yield: 2-9she attended the International
inch layers.
Conference on Social Vv ore off-duty time, I enjoy helping lantic Area Steward branch,
out as a hostess at the centers she is "one of our outstanding
held in London, England.
She was a member of the in Naples. Brernerhaven and stewardesses." "On various ocBoard of Directors of the Phyl- Yokohama." she said. Vivian's casions," he said,"she has taken
lis Wheatley YWCA and serv- tireless efforts and amplifica- short notice assignments, someed as Chairman of the Young tion of the desire to lend a times at a 15-minute notice, so
It's the balance of ingredients lei
Women's Department for 12 helping hand were recently that a ship might sail on time
brought to the attention of and with the services of a 'stebaking powder that governs Its
years.
leavening action. Only when
Miss Quander was the first Otho J. Hicks, executive di- wardess."
Iezt time you're in the mood for real, old-fashioned (lei:these are scientifically balanced
woman trustee of the Lin- rector of the United Seamen "Vivian is also qualified as a
switchboard operator on board
loss baking... the kind that makes the kitchen rich with
coln Temple Church and also Service in New York City.
can you be sure of uniform action
headed the Ladies Aid Society "The people in charge at the -hiring slack periods when the
In the mixing bowl plus that fleet,
ragrance.. . head ler •Hillman's. You'll find more choice
divCenters
make the sea- ship is in port. She is very
of the Church at the time of USS
balanced 'hie to
,ngredients for giving baking a fancy fillip than Grandma
aeisied
"
he said, "having sailher death. She was Church men feel so much at home."
in the oven.
ever dreamed of. Imagine row upon row of glace fruits,
centers
'To
me the
Historian and was preparing she, Raid.
ed on all of Atlantic Area's six
prunes,
of
kinds
candied
.
fruits
several
.
not
but
one
stewara Church History,
an- like a home away from transnorts carrying 8
raisins, currants, decorative candy toppings . . a superMiss Quander became a home—they have been a 'right dess."
lative selection of nuts - in the shell or out, whole or
member of Alpha Kappa arm' to us." Vivian believes This attractive stewardess
Alpha Sorority in 1910 and that at one time or another came to New York City when
choppzd, fresh or fresh-from-the-toaster. Grandma never
served an President of Alpha every crew member avails she was 18
had it so good.
She planned to
Chapter from 1911 to 1912. She himself of USS
earn money as a secretary to
P.S. For between meal munching ... try our delightful
LABflfl
believed deeply that the in- "They are especially good finance
her childhood dream
assortment of dried fruits. They won't add an inch to
for seamen who have never of a trip gerotind the world.
. Exclusively
your waistline,
If —y could return from the before been in a particular S h e enrolled in a business TAKING
known as the
OUT lovely way. The affair it being
spini. world after a few hun- port. It gives them a place to school here and later switched Miss Ronnie Martin will lend sponsored by the Service
baking powder
dred years, a woman's first meet with friends and also to the Fashion Academy of her talents as one of the Guild of Park Manor Chris1 2with th.r:
directs them on interesting New York City. Afterward. beautiful models "Portraits tian church. Mrs. Florin* Bog•
question would be: "What are
lalanceh 4
sightseeing tours."
Motion". Oct. 21, 8 p. m., gan is chairman of the pretraveled
with
four
for
years.
she
In
they wearing now" A Man's "I love people." she said.
Double Action,
singer Dinah Washington as at the Dunbar Vocational sentation.
"What are they drinking now?" "It's a pleasere to work with a companion-secretary-dress de- :school, 29th and South Park.

Clabber Girl Bittersweet

ambit Cake

Pretty

Caroima

Practices Golden

WHO SAID YOU
CAN'T BAKE
LIKE GRANDMA?

now

greened

You should know 911
about baking...

light and Huffy
texture
Balanced Double Action
means Better Baking!
•GeoidGe.;r:Cei7i
Iteexelteeping

TIME

in
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Young Memphis BEACH GROVE
NEWS

MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS

GWENDOLYN JOHNSON 'sociality. The way she dresses
HONOR SOCIETY
SPOTLIGHT
indicates whether she cares
If James Walker and Cora
The Louis B. Hobson chapter enough about you and dating
Young Memphis, U.S.A., is Brewer were tight.
By ELOISE SILMON
CHURCH NEWS
of the National Honor Society you to dress neatly. By her
where
the
falls
spotlight
this
and LIZZIE POE
If Morris Webb plans to
A very interesting message
week on a very charming and settle down with a certain
presented just recently an in- attire you can tell whether she Greetings refiders,
We are happy to serve as inegenious young lady, Miss young lady namely Jeanette. was delivered last Sunday by
spirational devotional program is lazy or not."
Rev. R. W. Wynne, pastor of
Elaine Alexander, the daughover the intercom.
If Millard Brown really robYou have heard from several your student reporters for the
Beech Grove Baptist church, By
CLARENCE E. WITHERS ball teem basketball tea
The Honor Society is one of of our leading young men. But school year 1961-62. We hope ter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert bed the cradle.
and a large number of persons and
Alexander Sr. of 1173 Wilson.
RAYMOND JACKSON tracli team, and band.
few every student wishes to be there are two sides to every to furnish you with the latest
Elaine, a senior at Father Her- WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF: were there for the service. A
haps around THE school.
All interested in the ors
affiliated with.
story, so listen in the future
ti'and high this year, was Juanita Robinson could visit large crowd was also present LIMELIGHT
Lizzie
and
Eloise
mention are asked to cants
Cur Sunday school.
The mernbers of the Honor for what the girls consider the TEAM
choseh as the Homecoming Nashville on week-ends?
This week we have selected the
newly elected presiden
Lynn Howell and YKW were
Society showed the student perfect date.
The Blue Heaven Singers Adrian Hubbard as limelighter Willie,»
As we expected the mighty Queen for 1961-62.
Hughes at EX 8-462
body that they are not only KEEN TEEN
were presented in a program of the week. Adrian is the 17- THE
Warriors tamed the Hamilton Around school Elaine's other tight?
MOST
the "brains" of the school but This week our spotlight Housecats 47 to 16 in the extracurricular activities inBonnie Draper and Major at Mt. Zion church last Sun- year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Business-like boy, Rola
day, and a large crowd came Percy Hubbard who reside Beasley.
versatile as was exemplified by beams on a young man of rare stadium at the school. We just clude a membership in the Dueberry were ace-cuts?
at 3458 Horn Lake. He is in
a solo "Danny Boy" from character and personality that can't wait to tame the Man- Glee Club, Choir and girls Michael White wasn't cool? to hear them.
Bosinees-like girl, Minn'
Athletic association. Last week
Morelyn Brownlee still adShirley Purnell accompanied by makes him likeable among his assas Tigers.
Deacon Laudell Jones of the 12th grade, Mr. Staples Harr(s.
crowned
Elaine
"Miss
was
home
room,
and
is
a
mired
Booker
T.
science
Cole
and
WHAT
Beech Grove is on the sick list
Claudia Walton on the piano. many classmates and friends. He
WOULD HAPPEN IF
Best dressed boy, Adria
These great assets, standards seems to be quite gifted as is .Two seniors were to find Father Bertrand" in a beauti- Samuel McDowell didn't ad- this week, and the community major.
Hubbard.
at
ful
ceremony
Melrose
stamire
a
certain
Jr.
at
FB1-1.
out
Upon
is
praying
for
his
graduation
speedy
that
rehe
they
plans Best dressed girl. Lois N.
both liked the
of the Honor Society were exemplified by his "A" even
dium, Her escort was Michael
Dorothy Graham had eyes covery.
to attend Howard university
illustrated: leadership - Char- age in his academic work. He same junior (C. A.)?
White.
for
Dan
Hancock?
where
he
Mrs.
John
plans
Langster
to
and
Frankie
Mr.
become
S.
an
Actually
dated a
les Branham; character - has a sense of humor that makes
Studious boy, Freddie E
She was crowned by the capJoan Ford and Bishop Trot- of Union City are visiting his engineer.
wards.
Delores Benton; scholarship him acceptable whether with senior at Hamilton (SP.)'! tain of the Thunderbolts, Paul ter
had met.
This young man is a mem- Studious girl,
brother
and
family,
Mr.
and
Arletha
Wade,
Shirley
Yates
Betty Rote
- Leon Hurd; and service - intellectuals ow his own friends,
Hawkins. The Father Bertrand
The Luster Twins were Miss Mrs. David M. Ball.
ber of the Cane Creek Bap. All Round boy,
Louis Woo
"There's never a dull moment and Freddie Moore weren't band added the finishing touch Manassas'?
William' Harris.
Among those visiting the tist Church where he is a tad.
quiet?
Other highlights of the pro- when Charles Branham is
Ricki McGraw didn't prefer Arnolds home on last Sun- member of the Usher board
Ruby didn't have some boy- to the ceremony. Hats off to a
All
Round
girl,
Jeweli
gram included opening remerks around."
fine young lady . .
Floyds?
day were Mrs. J. W. Ball and ADVICE
friends?
Owens.
SCOREBOARD
by Terry Edwards, president of Charles is a member of the . Laurence Haley
Jackie
Walker
didn't
have
Freshmen,
Joyce,
Sr.,
Mrs.
David
Ball,
Sophomores
a n d
dated that
Bertrand Thunderbolts 13 an affection for Counts? Bet- Mrs, Arthula Arnold and son Juniors. in this letter is some Talkative boy. James Cri
the Honor Society; scripture 11-4 class of which Mrs. Hilda certain young
lady (W.H.)?
t Cnden.
Douglass Red Devils, 6.
tye
Laster
wasn't
and prayer, Beverly Guy: and a Smith is instructor. He resides
cool?
advice
Richard.
from
a
senior
to
lowest
Betty Sanders would return
Talkative girl, GwendolY
Warriors 47, Rudolph Myers found the Sunday dinner guest in the classinen. "A hint to the wise
Washington
poem, "If," recited by Gwen- with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. to T. P. (Lester)?
II a rdin
Hamilton Wildcats, 6.
right girl? Henrietta
Hall home of Mrs. George Bailey is sufficient."
dolyn Robinson. The program J. H. Branham, at 1600 Miller.
Hazel Dennes and Malcomh
Manassas Tigers, 19: Lester wasn't admired by two cer- were Mrs. Daisy Arnold and "When I was in the lower TOP TUNES
ended with the school song.
Around our campus. Charles Hawes were real tight?
"The Life I Live." Charl
lions. 0.
tain sophomore boys?
Is e r grandchildren, J ea n, grades (9th, 10th, 11th) as you Blevins
s affiliated with the National
Patricia McDaniel weren't
THE IDEAL DATE
and Evelyn Larry.
, Bet rand Thunderbolts. 47: DEDICATIONS
Louise and Wanda.
are now I heard from my "Tears, Tears." James Moo
.so
assistant
dramatic?
Honor
Society,
is
After coming home from a
".rver Cobras, 7.
"Look in my Eyes,"- Amy
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Mays teachers, principal, parents, and Beverly Shipp.
EvelynLove,
editor
of
the
Newsette
staff,
a
Forrest
ine
casual date you perhaps look
Melrose Wildcats, 27: Langs- McNairy to Brooker T. Junes. and children were Sunday and older brothers and sisters,
"Memories," Marjorie Jon
forward to another date with member of the Court, Social wathilingtere Phyllis ScrileE ton. 6.
"Morning After,"- Robbie dinner callers at the home of the repeated warning to study,
and
Evelyn
Lewis
and Milton Harris.
didn't
say
Science
club,
treasurer
of
the
"Jim" but he never even calls
Came of the week: Fathei Herron to Marvell Thomas.
Mrs.
L.
Star
of
Greenfield
to
stop
playing
around
and
ap- "Baby You're Right," Ma
Junior class and is parliament- "dude"?
again.
Bertrand and Thunderbolts- "Operation Heartbreak," - Tenn.
ply myself. I always excused garet Williams and Jam
We had an hour for recess? Carver Cobras.
Margaret
Abernathy
to
Elmo
Mrs.
Jennins
Mr.
and
Curry
Then you wonder, "what did arian of the Ole Timers club.
myself,
when
I
didn't
complete
HP ill iit011 played in the WE WANT TO KNOW:
Harris.
Shipp.
were Sunday guests in the an assignment, saying that I
I do wrong?" or say "I thought He is a member of the -tine,- Bowl?
"Look In My Eyes," Davi
What two girls are known "Wake up Crying,"- Lynn home of Rev. E. L. Ball and was "too busy."
Providence CME church of "WHO'S
I was absolutely charming!"
WHO"
Wrushen and Faye White.
as the "Docey Twins of FAH? Howell to Romeo McNairy. family in Reeves, Tenn.
"Shucks, I didn't have time
The fellows have set up some which the Rev. A. D. Brown Senior Girls
James
Infirmary,
"St.
How Elmo Shipp manages "Got to Get Away From It
Outstanding members of the to ()pen my English book and
pretty high standards for dat- is pastor. Charles finds time
Cathelia Bar.
to have a girl friend at every All,"-Bonnie Kind to Larry community will select the learn the conjunction of a James Bradley and Jacqulin
ing. Listen to what some of for his church and is doing much
Betty Sanders.
school
.Toyner
"Best Young Citizen of the verb or my Algebra book to Wortham.
our most outstanding young men to keep the young people inPatricia McDaniel.
Year" on Thursday. Dec. 7. learn substitutions and equa- "I Love You For Sentiment
think and see if you are what terested.
Georganne Wainwright.
Already. 22 boys have re- tions or my history book to Reasons," Lester and Pat.
Dorothy and Evelyn Works.
they called "Date Bait" or the Upon graduation from Mangistered
for the honor, and learn of great explorers. I had
assas, Charles plans to attend Senior Boys
"Perfect Date."
we will list them in the next to be at every basketball and
Leon Mitchell.
Aden Smith (president of the the University of California at
edition.
football game, every dance,
junior class), "An deal date is Los Angeles in the field of po- 'Charles Miller.
and I simply had to see "the
itieal
William
Lambert,
enter
science
and
later
person,
ellkh
in
which
one
movie."
tog to Burnt Biscuit.
Booker T. Jones.
meaning male and female, has law school.
"Now I'm a senior and I
TOP TEN GIRLS
Grundy
Nolen.
of
these
assets
combine
All
other
each
enough respect for
realize that I an: not "too
I. Shirley Neal
Junior
Girls
to
make
Charles
Branham
a
evenwhole
that will last the
busy" as I thought then, to
2. Minnie Hall
Robbie Ford.
ing through. The young man credit to Manassas and a "Keen
study, but I ant "too busy" to Walter Washington, presi
3. Georgia Broomfield
Helen Prudent.
Week."
of
the
Teen
THOMAS1NE
DOUGLAS
By
is
almost
gone"
character
should have certain
attend the games or dance dent of the Southern Region
4. Annie Braswell
Mary Riley.
Ruby Richardson has found 5. Barbara Acox
and MARY EDWARDS
which will mean nothing to Alpha Phi Alpha fraternit
traits about him that will keep CAMPUS PERSONALITIES
Mary Foote.
someone
Cox,
new?
Gloria
McCoy,
James
(W.
me when semester examina- has announced a 60-day re
M.)
6. Bennie Teague
him in bounds with the young
Betty Duncan,
CORONATION
DANCE:
Miles,
Noble
Fred
Gatlin.
Rosie
tion
time comes around.
7,
Beverly
A certain senior is interested
Anderson
lady's wishes. To pretend that
clarnation program in whic
Junior Boys
On Oct. 10, Douglass held its in Manassas's own
Brooks,
I am "too busy" to go to the the 89 chapters will
Billy Doss? 8. Gloria Memel.
you are highly ethical when Henderson, Milton
attem
Larry Miller.
annual Coronation dance, givmovie
Jones.
that'll
9.
Doris
Charles
Rowena,
not
mean
Eugene
a
thing
Dortch
the evening starts, and then
to reclaim some 1.000 Alph
Stanley Beal. •
ing honor to "Mr. and Miss James Parker is talking with 10. Annie McDonald
when
I
James
Robert
Mcgo
Rivers,
to
college.
alternate can, be very mislead"Chuck" Anderson.
Doi.glass of 1961-62: Reigning KW ?
Fellow Mitchellites, take a men in seven states.
TOP TEN BOYS
ing. A fellow's conduct should Lemore, Willie Starks, Lester
Kenneth Porter.
Each chapter has a quota
s s Emma Parrish has introduced 1, Arthur James
are Freddie Rooks "M
from
this
senior
tip
who had
Carol
James
Moss.
Phillips.
be gentlemenly throughout the
Henry Norman,
brothers to reclaim.
Douglass" and Edmond White, .1 new form in Gregg's short- 2, Otha Timberson
to
learn
the
hard
way
to
study.
Wainwright.
Willie
Branham.
hand?
date. The young lady should
YEAR BOOK
"Mr. Douglass."
State directors are Bober
BOOSTER CLUB
3. Clyde Thomas
Annie
Jackson.
The officers of the "War- Other title holders are "Miss Gloria Armstrong would like 4. George Kirkland
tell him where and how the Louletenye
The newly organized Boost- Jacox, Tennessee; N. H. Ben
Delores
Mitchell.
Wesley
Gray,
rior," the Booker T. Washing- Senior," Gloria
evening should be spent beArmstrong; to get better acquainted with a 5. Charles Henderson
ers of Mitchell High held its nett, North Carolina: Luk
forehand if it has not been de- Cleves, Anita Coburn, Princess ton High school year book for "Miss Junior," Lois Williams; certain senior at I,.ster?
6. James Garner
first meeting Wednesday. Oct. Chatman, South Carolina;
Mary
Gatson,
Theresa
Vaughn,
1962 are Booker 'T. Jones, "Miss
cided at first. The conversation
Sophomore,"
Gloria S. L. Smith was seen Killing 7. Lewis Timberson
11, in the school's cafetorium. eil Boston, Florida; F. O. W
Atkins, editor: Cathelia Barr, co- Price; and "Miss Freshman," the Pony? Well don't feel bad 8,
should include various subjects, Montgomery. Mary
Dory Hayes
The purpose of this meeting ard, Mississippi; H. M. Collie
HookCharles
editor: Betty Sanders, busi- Ptosha Ward.
because I was seen Riding the 9. Milton Hardy
namely current events, sports Matthew Davis,
was to elect officers and to ft., Georgia; and W. W. Whe
and
Washington
Delores
ness manager; James Kilgore The "Football Queen" is Dar- Roach while Mary was listen- 10. Charles Hendricks
team, school news, etc. An ideal er,
give financial aid for the foot- stone, Alabama.
and Luscious Pudy, Photo- thulia Parks.
date is a person you will want Geraldine Watkins,
graphers:
Charles
Miller
and
IMAGINE
to see again.
On Oct. 11, the school held
English class Joseph Brooks, artists; and
James Phillips (president of A certain
Arletha Wade. Mildred Smith, its Annual Homecoming Pathe Student Council): "To me PASSING!
rade in which many clubs parand Joyce Clayton, typists.
the perfect date would begin Leroy Holmes will be the
ticipated.
DRAMATICS CLUB
by the boy asking the girl at only one passing history this
officers LIBRARY CLUB
the
Monday,
Oct.
9,
least three days in advance. He six-weeks!
of the Booker T. Washington The Library club held its
would arrive at the girl's home Lenora Thomas couldn't sing! High School Dramatics Club first official meeting of t h e
at about 7:00 p. m., and remain "Baby George" on the foot- were elected. They are: Pat- school year 1961-62 October 2,
about five or 10 minutes to ball team!
ricia McDaniel, president. 1961 where they elected offiget acquainted with the girl's Ruth Lee didn't have a fel- Louise Little, vice president; cers. They are: president, Marparents. Then he and the girl low to call her own (but she Glenda Harvey, recording sec- garet Logan; vice president,
would leave for their night of does).
retary; Myrtle Evans, corres- Nathaniel Guinn; secretary,
partial ponding secretary; Carrie Eunice Brown; assistant secrea
enjoyment. They should arrive Mary Huston
Evans, parliamentarian; Lau- tary, Doris Dortch; treasurer,
at the movies or dance or what- blonde again!
rence Haley, business man- Gloria Knox; chaplain, Sanever the a f f a I r is, about Lora Taylor sophicated!
Gwendolyn Jones and several ager: Betty Sanders, Eula dra Nelson, and reporters, Bet8:00 p. m. Afterwards they
Rudolph Campbell and Mary Cole, re- tye Peale and Ralph Lewis.
would drive to a restaurant or others not liking
Every member of the Dougporters; Elise Gulledge, trea
drive-in eating place for a smal Myers!
Ophelia Rainey hating Leon surer: Carolyn Harris, chap- lass Library club is planning to
snack if they are hungry.
lain; Wesley Cranford, ser- purchase and wear a pen this
"The boy should get the girl Hurd!
Wilma year.
back home at 11:00 p. m. to Berjamin Malone is still look- geant-at-arms; and
We are also looking forward
ing for the "right girls," (one Harvey, prop, manager.
end their perfect evening."
Members of the prop com- to the student librarian associJoe Duckett (typical sopho- isn't enough).
more fellow): "First your date Thelma Philips keeping quiet mittee are Forrestine Wad- ation in April.
CAN YOU BELIEVE THAT
should be willing to go to the long enough to get a boy- dlington, Paulette Flemmings,
Robert Weaver was angry
McIntosh, Frankie
Ronald
place of your choice. You and friend!
with Kai Kirk?
Cleo Dixon.
the young lady should also have Leonard "THE BABY" Cole- Smith and
Lewis Timberson is admiring
something in common so that man as thc tenth grade Casa certain senior in 12-1?
your evening may be more en- anova!
Gloria Deener and Joshua
bringing
out
Grimes
Melvin
no
Conversation
is
joyable.
Ware are making it now?
the
instead
of
"mule"
the
and
you
longer a forgotten art
JoAnn Hooper and Audrey
The Shelby County PTA will
may learn a lot about her per- "pony".
Johnson are the best of friends
observe P T A Day, Sunday, now?
Oct. 22 at 3 p.m. at Geeter Ina Edwards is being conschool, 4649 Horn Lake rd. stantly called by Joe?
The public is invited to attend
Betty Cox is dating Willie
said Mrs. Mary A. Wrushen, Kimmons again?
president.
Charles Heneerson's shyness
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KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!

Inquisitive Corner

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
By MORRIS WEBB
There are two reporters
Here is your reporter again
with some more news to en- around Hamilton who think
lighten you with some of the they have a bad pen. But
By GLORIA TUCKER
Avenue.
what they don't know is they SENIOR CLASS
haps.
Ruby plans to further hei
QUESTIONS OF THE WEEK have been burned by the synThis IS the "Cadillac" year education at Fisk university in
Why is Yvonne Jordan dicate.
for the senior class. We will Nashville. She is going to
keeping her boy friend's name My advice is join the syndi- be "Bigger" and "better" than major in music as she is doing
Bonnie
gones
be
by
let
by
cate
and
doesn't
a secret? Why
last year's class. Many spec- in high school. She wants to
Little admit that she has a gone& You may survive.
tacular events have been be a music teacher.
To Bonnie Little and Lila planned. Some of the top se- CARVER COBRAS
crush admit Duame Millam?
Lois Jubirt has faith caught Abron-you young ladies seem niors who will carry out these
Well the cobras lost another
to be upset because your plans are Charles Cabbage, game, but they did not fail
up with you?
Will Washington win over names appeared in the In- Charles Brown, Harold Adams, to score last Friday night
quisitive Corner. You should Eugene Campbell, Kennett against Bertrand. We want all
Manassas?
Will James Gray (Carver) be proud someone thought Wilkins, Jackie Foster, Faye to know that we love our boys
ever find out what he has enough of you.
McDade, Dianne Smith, Ruby whether they win or lose, and
But I know you aren't up Hardy, and M. Shaw.
been missing?
we will always be proud of
look
upset
You
on
might
set.
Doris
happened
to
What
them.
TOP PERSONALITY
the outside, but on the inside
Rowe's last love?
Holding the position as "Top TOP TEN.
Has Richard Dorsey lost his you are saying "Thank you personality" this week is Miss GIRLS
sweetheart? How long will for the write-up."
I. Dianne Smith
Ruby Carolyn Hardy. She rePatricia Moore last in her TOP COUPLES
2. Lena Shelton.
sides at 342 Fay with her parFred Griffin and Lois Jubirt, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Earnest
present state?
3. Julia Glover,
PERSONAL DATA
Millard Brown and
4. Carolyn Walker.
Hardy and her little brother
Phyliss Ross, next time be Paulette Brinkley.
S. Juanita Harris,
Wade. Ruby is a member of
more careful with your ton- Thomas Elrod and
6. Ruth Plunkett.
the 12-5 homeroom class and
Mitchell.
means
what
gave Joe Ann
gue. By all
7. Bertice Rush,
Mrs. Joan Johnson is her insMrytle Robinson and Abe tructor.
you the right to question my
8. Robbie Adams.
vocabulary? Increase your own Cummings.
9. Avert Johnson,
Around the campus Ruby is
Emmet Marshall and
and stay alert.
10. Doris Porter.
affiliated with the Sub-deb
TO DEAR FRIENDS
Fan Club.
BOYS
English
Society. Spanish club.
Lonnie Hunt and ???
Lois Bolden and Laura Wil1 Otis Elder.
club, Student Council and the
ey, you shouldn't give what Bonnie Little and Metrecal. senior band. She is a member
2. Richard Bonhart,
you can't take: Your names Cassandra White and
3. James Gray.
of the Church of Christ, Vance
Marion Brewer.
will appear no more
4. Charles Applewhite.
TOP LADIES
TOP GENTLEMEN
TO OTHER REPORTERS
5. John Smith.
Helen Parker.
In composing. as a general
Franklin McGhee.
6. Freddie Washington.
through
Tucker.
pen
Gloria
rule, run your
7. Charles Cabbage.
Duame Milan.
every word you have written. Erma Williams.
8. Dave Matthews.
George Joneit
what
Doris
Rowe.
vigor
idea
have
no
9. Twyman Heath.
Emmitt Marshall.
you
Paulette Brinkley,
Willie Davis.
it will give to your style.
10. Charles H. Brown,
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Woman's Day was observed
at Brown's Chapel Baptist
By C. A. AGNEW
Mrs. Nettie Shelton of 723 church, Sunday, Oct. 8, at 3
East Main at. is at home again p.m. Mrs. Drain of Jackson,
after a brief illness and short Tenn., was guest speaker. The
stay at Jackson-Madison Coun- theme: "Christian
Women
ty General Hospital.
Leaders in an age of FreeMr. and Mrs. Will Foster of dom." Rev, L. E. Freeman,
406 First st. returned home re- pastor.
cently from their vacation vis- The Jackson-Memphis-Tenit with relatives and friends nessee Annual Conference of
in St. Louis, Mo., Alton, Chi- the Christian Methodist Episcago, and Cleveland, Ohio copal church which was held
They reported a most wonder- at Mt. Olive Cathedral, Oct. 3ful trip.
7 and was reported by those
Mrs. Lelia Black of Lincoln who attended as being the
Court is at home after having greatest session in the history
spent a very extensive vaca- of the conference. Peace and
tion period with her brother order prevailed througout the
Mr. Barbee Staten and family meeting good preaching, singing and praying. Very few
in Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Toone of changes if any, were made in
236 Southern st., are the proud the appointments. We do know
parents of a fine baby born to Rev. C. F. Odom returned to
Mother Liberty. Rev. J. D. Atthem recently.
Mother and son were doing water is at St. Paul and Rev.
Walker back to Lane Tabernicely at this writing.
Mrs. Irine Cadine of Oko- nacle. Several persons from
Iona, Miss., was guest last this area were elected to the
week end in the home of her General Conference for '62.
sister, Mrs. Mary Pinkston at Namely: Prof. C. A. KirkenI.CCORDING TO legend, dia- For every carat of diamonds put of diamonds found in the
256 Southern st. Mrs. Cadine doll, Prof. G. L. Thacker, Rev.
nonds can be easily picked recovered. about 27 tons of opencast workings of the
enjoyed many social courtesies C. F. Odom, Rev J. D. Atwater, DR. MARTIN LUTHER King, Workers Union of America, leader prepared
int of the sand in the desert send and gravel have to be Consolidated Diamond Mines
to address
from
the
neighbors
and Prof. Cunningham of St. Paul jr., center is greeted by Mi- and Matthew Guinan, right. TWU's 11th constitutional
liamond fields of South West removed. This photo shows a company
at Oranjemund.
C.
M.
E.
church,
presiding
Eldfriends.
Urica, But, legend is wrong. South African diamond sort- There are about 15,000 diachael J. Quill, international secretary•treasurer of the or- convention held in New York
Mr. L. T. Mercer of the U. S. er J. M. Hill, Mrs. Lola Bryant president of the Transport ganization. as the integration City last week.
er examining a week's out- monds here.
presiding
Elder
Army — statipned at Fort alternate,
Jackson, S. C. was at home Burnette and others. Bishop B.
with his mother, Mrs. Carrie Julian Smith presided.
The Rev. R. L. Drain was
Mercer and his seven brothers
ATESVILLE
broken leg Wednesday after- Mrs. Saul Minor. Mr. Alex- at 231 Iselin st., over last guest speaker at the 11 o'clock
cago, Ind. visited Mr. and Mrs is employed, after visiting his
hour
Sunday, Oct. 8. Everyone AURORA
noon while at work. Mr. Mc- ander left Starkville in 1919. week end. L. T. Mercer will be
By CLEY W. JOINER
Mark Kay.
wife, Mrs. Lavern Vaughn,and
Services held at Sand Spring Dowell was treated at Felix The Minor's live at 515 Spring stationed at Fort Knox, Ky. present enjoyed the powerful
By ADA L. CARNOR
message.
Funeral services for Mrs. children.
for the next 8 weeks.
ME church last Sunday were Long Memorial hospital and street.
Misses Theodosia, Lois and Nellie Hunter of Cache, Ill., The Mt. Zion Baptist church
• 5 •
ery enjoyable. Rev. R. B. Dy- later transferred to Jackson
Miss Velma Billups. former The Rev. W. M. Monroe, pasDaphne Odum attended the were held at Adams Chapel baptized her candidates of the
tor of Cumberland Street Baphospital.
in delivered the message.
resident
of
Starkville,
visited
WAVERLY
benefit performance of the A.M.E. church where she was recent revival Sunday, October
• • •
Bluff Spring M. B. church
with relatives and friends last tist church is at home after
musical Kicks & Co., sponsored
8, at the St. John Baptist
?Id regular services last Sun- GOODMAN
week. Miss Billups came over several days in a local hosOn the sick list is Alvin who by the Chicago Urban League a member. The pastor, Rev. A.
Topps, officiated. The Chris- church of Mounds, Ill. Rev. A.
By
ay. It was also women's day
from Columbus. She and fam- pital here. He was improving is a patient at Vanderbilt hos- at McCormick Place.
tian Community Chorus ren- W. Conwell, paster of Mt.
id Ars. Cecile Shorter was PEARLEANE BILLINGSLa ily came from Chicago to at- satisfactorily at this writing. pital in Nashville.
Clifford Adams passed away dered the song service.
Zion, was pot able to be preslistreps of ceremonies. Rev. Mrs. Ruby L. Davis and tend the funeral of her cou- Friends are hoping for his
Mrs.
Thelma
Gholston vis- last Thursday at St. Joseph
. J. Joiner is pastor.
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Anderson and Walter C u m"You should be coming to us!"
mings. All are good "WASHEXPERIENCED BARBERS AND BEAUTICIANS
INGTON WARRIORS."
Hours: 8 am •9pm -Ban, • 11 p.m. Saturdays
FASHIONS
JA 5 9705
WARREN LEWIS, Monagior
The BANDSTAND SKIRT is
the favorite of many BTW coeds. Display'.g them are Mary
Ann Carpal, Roberta and Julia
011ie, Fannie Bush, and Patsy
Williford.
BULKY
KNIT
SWEATERS are the favorites
of Bonnie Bibbs, Willeta Rankins. Jimmie N. Mannings,
Frances Danes,
. and Florida
Grey. CIRCLE PINS are adored
Cs.
by Irelia Calloway, Lizzie Poe,
Gloria Flemings and Proteon
CANE COLE
GOLDEN GIRL
Taylor. MULTI - COLORED
3 to Sign Off
8:30 to 10, 2 to 3
SHOES are modeled by Joan
Ford, Janet King and Florence
Ingram. Incidentally, all BTW
girls are FASHION QUEENS!
"We are the CONTINENTAL
KIDS," vow Jerome Miller,
Malcolm Hawes, James King,
Henry Wilburn and William
Lambert. "We crave B A NFOE a UTTER
SOUTH'S
QONS," say Roosevelt Brooks,
NOURION TRY
LAINNIST
CIOW•
Grundy
Nolen, and William
um'
sum!
"Doc" Beckwith. Of course
James 'Count' Kilgore is the
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LOUGHTON, England (UPI) - Thirteen milkmen
are deterrnined to uphold the
"early-riser" tradition of their
profession.
The _milkmen threatened to
go out on strike because their
employers won't let them begin working before 'dawn,
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Arnold & Associates Named
Public Relations Agency For
TODAY Bill Speros Plymouth City

Slaying Charge
Boy In Court On
(UP!) - Steven Schloneger, 13, con-

Arnold and Associates named
public relations agency for
Bill Speros, Plymouth City.
Memphis Plymouth Dealer 309
Union ave.
Bill Speros, president of Bill

. WHEATON, Ill. fessed slayer of Yvonne Elliot, 7, was scheduled to appear
a dein DuPage county criminal court here at a hearing on
linquency petition.
Schloneger, who confessed slaying blonde Yvonne for a
"thrill," was expected to be represented by a court appointtied
ed attorney. The girl was found, gagged and her hands
behind her back, last Oct. 4 in a swampy area north of Elmhurst, Ill.
William Bauer, DuPage county state's attorney, is expected to seek a murder indictment against the boy.

Tax
Seek Repeal Of Newspaper
(UPI) - Gov. Terry San-

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. ford says he will ask the next legislature to repeal the
state's newspaper sales tax which requires many young newsboys to fill out intricate tax forms.
William F. Davis of Winston-Salem, father of two newsboys, said the governor wrote him saying he would seek repeal of the act.
The law requires a three per cent tax on newspaper sales
made directly to consumers. It exempts newsboys selling less
than 1,000 papers weekly, but requires them to fill out revenue reports to claim the exemption.

Ihmoi

•

Speros Plymouth and Valiant
Automobile Agency, announces
the selection of Anrold and
Associate, 236 So, Wellington
st, local public relations and
sales promotion counselors to
promote the Plymouth and
Valiant automobiles in the
special market. This agency
will handle both of these
popular auto lines which is
taking the lead through-out
this area.
This selection of the firm of
Arnold and Associates . . . to
develop this program in this
market will be another first
for this agency which is expanding into one of the leading Agencies through-out the
Mid-South with headquarters
in Memphis.
Johnnie Arnold, president of
Arnold and Associates cordially invites you to visit Bill
Speros Plymouth City at 309
Union Ave. and see the Plymouth and Valiant line for

VOL.
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looks on. arship chairman. According to
CIVIC CLUB AWARD - Carver High school, and pres- cipal of Carver,
Young. the club will present a
INCARNATE
of the 50th Ward ently a LeMoyne college Standing at left is Mrs. James
Members
'NORD college in San Antonio.
Collins, mother of the award $100 scholarship each year to
WASHINGTON - _ (UPI) - Millions
the
her
Presenting
freshman.
their
presented
Club
Civic
and Mrs. Nathaniel a deserving gradoute of the
security benefits are going unclaimed because many people Texas. is Miss Evelyn Marie
first annual $100 scholarship check at far right is E. J. winner,
the civic's club's schol- school.
do not know they are eligible, according to the Health. Edu- McNeal, daughter of Mrs. Jesaward to Miss Cora Collins, Young, club president, while Hicks,
sie Mae Bell of 483 Wicks ave.
cation and Welfare department (HEW).
center, a 1961 graduate of Richard B. Thompson, prinA junior physical education
A spokesman said amendments to the social security law
major, Miss McNeal works as a
are coming so rapidly that many people, newly eligible for part-time
recreation instructor
relief under the 1960 amendments, have not claimed their of girls ranging in ages from 10
payments.
to 18. A 1958 graduate of BookThe 1960 amendments included a reduction in that er T. Washington high school.
added
and
payments
for
qualify
she attended Phillips Junior
to
amount of work needed
A hard-working Tri-State
as beneficiaries the survivors of workers who died after college for two years. She lives
Defender newsboy is Orlando
March 31, 1938, as well as dependent widowers of women with her sister and brother-in- Matthews, 12-year-old
son of
law, Sgt. and Mrs. William
workers who died before September, 1950.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. MatPaschall.
thews, Sr., of 1672 So. Lauderdale at.
Orlando considers himself a
LOS ANGELES - (UPI) - Three of the nation's top
salesman, and not just a plain
newsmen have been chosen to receive the second annual
TURN ROOM FOR RENT, IN QUIET
home 1 block to buy All convenipaper boy, and he wishes to
achievement awards presented by the University of Southences See to appreciate.
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WH 8-4311
thank all of his friends who
ern California Journalism Alumni association, it was anhave patronized him. He is al429 South Main
nounced.
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PROMOTION
Ticket Sent, References Needed
Cronkite, CBS-TV news commentator, at the association's Oct. LACKLAND AFB, Tex.
today.
Write or Call
QUALIFIED MEN
Four Memphis men have com- elementary school and a mem- U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS! S.A.
30 banquet.
United Employment Agency
311 — °Wins
Write to P.O. Boa
pleted United States Air Force ber of Mt. Sinai Baptist church Men-women, 18-52. Start high as
Details
2572 Tamar, Memphis, Tenn.
OL. 8-1750
basic military training at Lack- 1667 S. Lauderdale, of which $102.00 s week. Preparatory trainPA. 7.6124
ing until appointed. Thousands of
NEW YORK - (UPI)- Abraham Rihicoff, secretary of land AFB, Tex., and are being Rev. L. L. Laws is pastor.
jobs open. Exp•rienc• usually unmusic. necessary. FREE information on
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TV,
forms,
helping Russia's Propaganda because instead of bragging bases.
giving
TODAY
phon•. Lincoln
conditions. Flee room, board. unS
MAS CARDS IN YOUR
The men, the jobs for which pupil of Mrs. Katherine Irby of Service, P•kin 74, Illinois.
about U.S. welfare programs it apologizes.
SPARE TIME. SEND FOR Baker ElectrIc Co., Inc.
1305 Sardis st.
"We do spend more and more in behalf of our peo- they are to be trained, and
FREE SAMPLES AND SELLThe young salesman does not
FOR RENT
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spend all of his time
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said in a speech prepared for delivery before a dinner of the Airman Melvin Jones, son of
NECESSARY. COST YOU
FOR BODY 81:10C
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Bonds. books, for he loves to play in
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Federation of Jewish Philanthropies.
NOTHING TO TRY. WRITE
of 982 Seattle st., Memphis to the outdoors. He is a memBonded Electricians
St
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"But instead of telling - indeed shouting-our AmeriTO
be a cook at Schilling AFB, ber of the Lauderdale Bears,
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Post Office Box 311
Health, Education and Welfare, we apologize for them," he
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Three Top Newsmen To GetAwards
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In Air Force

Advertise in The Want-Ad Section
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3 Lines For 2. Weeks
call JAcitson 6-8397
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3 MEN

Says Welfare Apologies Aid Reds

MAKE BIG MONEY

Williams To Confer With Rebels

White House
Aide Joins
Biased Club

Tenn. Nurses
Quit En Masse

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

ORDER YOURS NOW

Jesse B. Simple, better known a s
Simple, born in the pages of the

NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!

DEFENDER, now lives anew in a

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

laughable, lovable, and very readable

'le' THE BEST
OF SIMPLE
by

Langston Hughes
This book combines everybody's favorite stories from SIMPLE SPEAKS HIS MIND,
SIMPLE TAKES A WIFE, and SIMPLE STAKES A CLAIM into one highly hilarious,
socially penetrating, and sometimes moving panorama of Harlem life, its trials and
tribulations, its humor and its tears-THE BEST OF SIMPLE. Order your copy (Hard
cover $3.95. Paperback $1.65) now from your local bookshop or by moil enclosing
this coupon with check or money order mode out to: Market Place Gallery, 2305
Seventh Avenue, Now York, 31, New York.

NAME:
I ADDRESS:
I CITY AND STATE:

YMCA

$30 MONTHLY

Seek Former BTW
'46 Classmates

Club '46 has made plans to
membership drive
a
hold
during a meeting scheduled for
4 p. m., Sunday. Oct. 15 at Mt
Vernon Baptist church, 547
Mississippi blvd., announces
Mrs. Mary Walker. chairman
of the affair.
Club '46 consists of Booker
Washington High school
T
students who graduated in the
class of 1946. Efforts are being
made to organize an alumni
chapter of the class members.
All class members are invited
to attend the meeting.
Refreshments will be served
at the meeting .

St. Peter's Youth
To Be Highlighted
Annual Youth Day will be
observed at the St. Peter
Baptist church, 1442 Gill ave..
on next Sunday. Oct 15, and
the guest speaker at the 3 p.m.
proAram will be Rev. A. E.
Campbell, jr.
A talent program on Friday
night, Oct. 13, will be the first
will
phase of Youth Week. It
be concluded with a forum
scheduled to begin at 7 p. m..
,in Sunday night.
The general public is invited
to be present.
Rev. C. J. Gaston Is pastor
of the church.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

JA. 6-8391

MADAM
DONNA
Spiritualist Reader and Advisor
"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE OTHERS FAIL"
give you seldom failing advice upon matters of life, such
as lose. courtship. marriage. divorce, lass suits, speculation
and transactions of all kinds. I seldom fail to reunite the
separated, cause speedy and happy marriages. Overcome
enemies. rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil habits. stumbling
blocks. and had luck of all kinds. I Lift Von out of sorrow
and trouble and start you on the path to happiness and prosperity . There is no heart so sad or home so dreary that I
cannot bring it sunshine: in fact, no matter what man he sour
hope. fear or ambition. I guarantee to tell it all before you
utter a word to me and after I am finished, if you are not
alresolutel.v satisfied and I do not fulfill every word and claim
above, then you pay not a penny. 1.005 FOR A BROWN
AND WHITE TRAILER WIfTII TWO LARGE MACK HANDS5 miles north of Millington on Highway 51 N. at Hanks' Grocery. DO NOT BE MISLED BY ANY OTHER READERS.
LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.
Hours ore 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Dolly and Sunday
Tuesday Is My Day OH

PH. TE 7-3852 MUNSFORD, TENN.

ANNUAL RATES $7
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MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi State Line. MADAM BELL
,,
hack after a long time of being awaw
and at last she Is hack to stay in her
new home.

Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourage*
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, Just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven Slate Lint
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and set

MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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